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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

As an ionizing particle passes through a semiconductor device junction, it generates ex-

cess electron-hole pairs in the device. These generated charge carriers then move through

the device via drift-diffusion processes, potentially resulting in a brief transient current at

the device terminals. These transient currents (and their associated collected charge values)

can have a significant impact on the characteristics and performance of individual semicon-

ductor devices and integrated circuits [1, 2]. This is of particular concern for devices and

circuits that are fielded in harsh radiation environments, such as at high-altitudes or outside

the Earth’s atmosphere [3].

This rapid generation of charge carriers due to a single particle strike and the result-

ing effects these carriers can have on device operation and performance have been called

Single Event Effects (SEEs) by the radiation effects in microelectronics community. The

term SEE has come to represent not only the rapid generation and subsequent collection of

charge following a particle strike, but also the wide range of ways in which these phenom-

ena can impact device performance and operation. For example, SEEs can range from the

collection of charge on a single device junction to effects involving the interaction of mul-

tiple junctions, such as single event-induced latchup [4], single event-induced burnout of

power MOSFET devices and high-voltage diodes [5], and various other undesirable effects.

Because of its potentially deleterious effect on device performance, researchers have

long sought to understand and explain the most basic physical mechanisms for charge col-

lection in semiconductor devices during an ionizing particle strike. A thorough under-

standing and interpretation of charge-collection mechanisms provides device and circuit

designers with the tools to make well-informed decisions about the specifics of designs

intended to operate within harsh radiation environments. It also assists in the creation of

1



analytical charge-collection models, which can be used to predict collected charge at a

particular device junction.

This work focuses on charge-collection mechanisms during high-level carrier genera-

tion events. Here, high-level carrier generation is taken to mean a carrier-generating event

(such as the passage of an energetic heavy ion, for example) that produces a carrier density

that is greater than the background doping density of the semiconductor material. These

events are of particular interest to the radiation effects community, as it is believed that

many heavy ions in the space radiation environment can produce high-level carrier densi-

ties in many types of devices. These events are also of interest because the introduction of

such a significant carrier density in the proximity of a reverse-biased junction can signifi-

cantly modulate the depletion region potential in the device, which has a significant impact

on the charge-collection process [1, 6–11].

Charge-collection studies on solid state devices have been published regularly since the

1950s. Some of the earliest work focused on charge-collection in semiconductor particle

detectors. However, following the discovery of single ionizing particles causing circuit-

level effects in the 1970s [12, 13], developing an understanding of charge-collection mech-

anisms became critical to the wider microelectronics industry. Early approaches to under-

standing charge-collection mechanisms provided a two-phase description of the process

[6, 7, 14]. The first was a prompt collection phase (sometimes referred to as a “drift”

phase), while the second was a longer term “diffusion” phase. Also, early efforts tended to

focus only on the struck device junction and assumed that the charge tracks created by the

passage of an ionizing particle were infinitely long, thus they passed through the entire de-

vice [15]. This allowed contributions to the charge-collection process from the distribution

of the electric field in the substrate to be effectively ignored.

While those early works were necessary building blocks to developing a more detailed

understanding of charge collection, later research efforts have indicated the importance of

considering the role of the entire device (not just the area near the junction) for charge
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collection [16–21]. The majority of this more recent work draws conclusions from theory

[17–20] or device-level simulation results [16, 19, 21]. The small amount of experimental

work that examines charge collection with these ideas in mind tends to focus on specific

device types [22, 23], limiting its applicability to the charge-collection process in general.

This document describes a series of experimental measurements and theoretical de-

velopments necessary to provide further understanding of charge collection mechanisms

following a high-level carrier generation event. The majority of this work is concerned

with the understanding of these mechanisms as they apply to a single, reverse-biased bulk-

silicon junction, as the collection of charge at a reverse-biased junction is of incredible

importance for device-level SEEs. This is accomplished through experimental measure-

ments emphasizing both the total collected charge and the transient current response of a

device immediately following a carrier generation event. Where applicable, device level

technology computer aided design (TCAD) simulations are used to provide further insight

into these phenomena. One goal of seeking a deeper understanding of charge-collection

mechanisms is for the development of analytical models for charge-collection in devices.

To this end, this work will also discuss the development and application of analytical mod-

els for total collected charge and peak transient current following a carrier generation event.

The remainder of this document is briefly described as follows:

• Chapter 2 provides a brief summary of relevant topics from pioneering works pub-

lished in the 1970s and 80s to recent developments in charge-collection mechanisms

and modeling. This background provides the foundation that is necessary to under-

stand the work presented in later chapters.

• Chapter 3 describes experimental measurements of total collected charge on a large-

area reverse-biased bulk silicon diode and the corresponding theoretical framework

necessary to understand charge collection during high-level carrier generation events.

A specific contribution of the work in Chapter 3 is the explanation of charge-collection

phenomena following carrier generation via two-photon absorption (TPA) using the
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development of an analytical charge-collection model that appropriately considers

the entire device substrate. Such a model is required in this case, due to the lack of

valid simplifying assumptions that can be made regarding the device structure and

generated carrier density.

• Chapter 4 extends the discussion of Chapter 3 to include the device-level current

transient response of a similar diode structure. The impact of depletion region po-

tential modulation from an incident particle strike on the shape of the device-level

current transient is discussed in detail using experimental measurements and device-

level simulations. As the heavy-ion induced carrier density increases, the peak tran-

sient current saturates. The origin of this saturation is explained through a discussion

of energy band diagrams following a heavy-ion strike.

• Chapter 5 investigates the current transient response and total collected charge as the

tested device is scaled down in size, and provides a means to analyze experimental

broadbeam ion-heavy data when the device under test (DUT) is small. The chap-

ter emphasizes the significance of properly accounting for transient events from ion

strikes that may have missed the device sensitive area, but still produced a measurable

current transient.

• Chapter 6 examines similar charge collection mechanisms as previous chapters, only

in the presence of multiple charge-collecting junctions. Specifically, the collected

charge and transient response at various device terminals for a large-area PMOSFET

is studied using experimental measurements. This chapter discusses device-level

current transients of a single device during a well potential modulation event, which

has not been directly shown in previous work. Device-level simulations are used to

emphasize the importance of the well potential for determining the device response.

• Chapter 7 Summarizes the primary conclusions of the work and suggests topics and

ideas for future study.
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CHAPTER 2

Background

2.1 Charge Collection: A Brief Conceptual Overview

There has been a vast quantity of literature published concerning the collection of

charge at a reverse-biased junction in a microelectronic device. What is discussed below

is a general summary of these concepts as they apply to a reverse-biased p-n junction in

silicon. The emphasis here is on a large, (large compared to the size of the initial carrier

density generation by the ionization source) reverse-biased diode. The purpose of the dis-

cussion here is to describe charge-collection processes in a simple, conceptual way in order

to motivate the section that follows, which covers how the mechanisms discussed below

have been historically interpreted for the purpose of charge-collection modeling.

As an ionizing particle passes through a semiconductor, it loses energy to the direct cre-

ation of electron-hole pairs (called electronic, as opposed to nuclear, stopping [1]). These

generated electron-hole pairs are then free to move in the semiconductor material through

drift-diffusion processes. Determining how and where the individual holes and electrons

move is the crux of the charge-collection problem. For an ionizing particle that leads to

low-level carrier generation that does not pass directly through the device junction, carrier

motion is dictated by ambipolar diffusion [1, 24]. Here, low-level generation means that

the generated carrier density is approximately equal to or less than the background doping

density [24, 25]. Immediately following carrier generation, there exists a high density of

carriers having the same charge (i.e., a high density of electrons having a negative charge

and a high density of holes having a positive charge). Particles having the same charge

seek to repel one another. The electrons, having a higher mobility than the holes, rapidly

respond to this repulsive force by moving away from the location of carrier generation.

However, as the electrons move away, they begin to experience the influence of the gener-
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Figure 2.1: The time evolution of a delta function of electron-hole pair generation diffusing
in intrinsic silicon. Due to ambipolar diffusion effects, the generated carriers diffuse from
a higher concentration to a lower one as an ensemble of particles. After [24].

ated holes (which they are attracted to due to the holes’ opposite charge). What results is

a total carrier density (holes and electrons) that diffuses as an ensemble of particles. Am-

bipolar diffusion is shown graphically in Figure 2.1. The significance of this process for

charge-collection is that if these carriers are able to reach a reverse-biased p-n junction be-

fore they recombine, the minority carriers can be swept across the junction by the electric

field there and manifest as a current transient on the node that is controlling the potential at

that junction. Keep in mind that ambipolar diffusion is a property of the generated carrier

density. During a high-level event, carriers generated outside the influence of an electric

field will move solely via ambipolar diffusion [24].

Continuing with the low-level generation case, the process is not much more compli-

cated if the ionizing particle passes directly through the junction. Rather than the resulting

charge-collection being dictated purely by the number of minority carriers able to diffuse

to the junction, it is, in this case, determined by the carriers that are able to diffuse to the

depletion region as well as the carriers generated directly within it. Due to the electric field

present in the depletion region, the carriers generated there are rapidly swept in opposite di-

rections (holes go in the same direction as the orientation of the field while electrons move

in the opposite direction). This separation of charge within the depletion region leads to

collected charge showing up at the node controlling the junction potential. What results is
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a transient current due to both the carriers generated in the depletion region being collected

via drift and a portion of the carriers generated outside the depletion region diffusing to the

junction and being collected.

Because the carrier generation for the two cases discussed above is low-level, the de-

pletion region is not significantly perturbed by the generated carrier density and is able to

support its applied reverse-bias voltage for the duration of the charge-collection process.

However, when the generated carrier density exceeds the background doping density, the

charge-collection process can change dramatically, especially if the incident particle passes

through the depletion region. In this case, the high density of generated carriers can sig-

nificantly alter the potential distribution in the device. For instance, the potential that is

supported entirely by the depletion region during reverse bias can now, due to the high

conductivity of the generated carrier density, be modulated significantly. What results in

the semiconductor device is a dynamic, temporally-evolving collection mechanism that de-

pends on the magnitude of the generated carrier density, which rapidly decreases as the

generated carriers are collected or recombine. It is also possible that high-level carrier gen-

eration is capable of significantly modulating the junction potential, even if the generation

source does not pass through the depletion region. In this case, the generated carriers can

diffuse to the junction and, by virtue of their very high density, modulate the junction poten-

tial significantly. This was discussed for α particles in [7], and plays a role in experimental

results for two-photon absorption (TPA) laser SEE measurements discussed in Chapter 3.

High-level carrier generation capable of significantly modulating the depletion region

potential has historically been the focus of much work; some of which is discussed in

detail in the section that follows. This is a case that is of great importance for the SEE

community, as it is believed that a significant amount of ionizing particles found in the

space environment are capable of producing high-level conditions in many devices [1, 19,

26]. The remainder of this document will focus on those events capable of significantly

modulating the depletion region potential. However, where comparisons between low-
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level and high-level carrier generation conditions are beneficial for understanding, low-

level events will be discussed.

2.2 The Historical Interpretation of Charge Collection at a Reverse-Biased Junction

Since the discovery of SEE phenomena in devices and circuits, researchers have worked

to understand and model fundamental charge collection mechanisms. One of the earliest

papers concerning SEE was published in 1975 [12] and included a section discussing the

basic mechanisms of cosmic ray induced upsets in satellites. The findings of [12] coupled

with the industry-changing discovery by May and Woods of α-particle induced upsets in

microelectronic devices due to contaminants in packaging materials [13], led the way for a

rich body of work on charge collection that consists of theoretical work, numerical simu-

lations, and various experimental techniques. The focus of this section will be on how the

charge-collection mechanisms discussed in Section 2.1 have been historically interpreted

by the community for the purposes of deeper understanding and modeling efforts.

The earliest efforts concerned with interpreting and modeling charge-collection did not

consider the effects of a modulated depletion region [14, 27]. These early models consid-

ered charge generated in the depletion region to be collected rapidly by drift, and charge

generated outside the depletion region to be collected by diffusion only. One of the earliest

works to consider the effects of a modulated depletion region was [6]. Using a combination

of numerical simulations and fast-transient measurements of Am-241 α particles incident

on a large-area n+/p diode, the authors noted that the distortion and subsequent recovery

of the depletion region during an ionizing particle strike played a profound role in total

charge collection. Specifically, the authors stated that immediately following the strike,

the junction field could be pushed down into the substrate, leading to what they termed

a “field-funneling” effect whereby carriers generated beneath the junction could be swept

up toward the junction in a drift process and be collected. The field-funnel is shown in

Figure 2.2 as a contour plot of the potential distribution at two different times following an
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Figure 2.2: Potential contour plots showing the modulation of the potential typically sup-
ported by the depletion region following an α particle strike through the junction at (a)
0.1 ns and (b) 1.0 ns. This effect has been historically referred to as “field-funneling”.
After [6].

α-particle strike. The authors describe early times in the charge-collection process as being

“drift-dominated” due to the presence of the electric field typically supported by the deple-

tion region in the device substrate. After the depletion region has recovered, the substrate is

predominately field-free, causing the authors to use the term “diffusion-dominated” when

describing charge collection for later times in the charge-collection process. Following the

publication of [6], this terminology propagated through the SEE literature, eventually being

used to describe transients produced by heavy ions [28].

Researchers soon set about developing analytical models to predict total collected charge

based on the field-funneling concept. One of the earliest was that of [15]. The model as-

sumed an effective funnel length, which was described as the distance beyond the depletion

region over which drift fields exist due to the modulation of the depletion region potential

by the heavy ion strike. The model also assumed the ion track was infinitely long, and there-
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Figure 2.3: An illustrative voltage transient where the supposed drift-dominated and
diffusion-dominated portions have been labeled. After [28].

fore only considered the region of the device near the junction ( “near” being defined by the

effective funnel length). The model was shown to be in good agreement with certain sets of

experimental data, but later work has questioned the model’s applicability in some circum-

stances, and its interpretation of fundamental device physics [17, 20, 26, 29]. Regardless of

the model’s validity, the picture it presented of charge collection during heavy-ion strikes,

that of a high-field region extending down from the device junction to collect carriers via

drift, is one that has remained in the community ever since [1, 28, 30]. The concept of a

funnel-length, which [15] helped to introduce, has made an appearance in analytical models

for charge collection [31] and SEE rate prediction models [32].

Other early work, such as that of [33] attributed charge collection by heavy ions passing

directly through a reverse-biased junction to funneling effects. However, later theoretical

and simulation work questioned the assumption that charge collection due to an energetic

heavy ion strike could be attributed to the same field-funneling effects observed by [6] for

α particles [20, 29].

Another criticism of funneling was not of the effect itself, but rather misconceptions

surrounding the physical meaning of funneling; specifically of the idea of a funnel length.
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Figure 2.4: The LET of various ionizing particles of interest. α particles have a distinctly
different LET than typical heavy ions (such as iron, which is shown) that are found in the
space environment. After [30].

A common practice of the time was, and still is in some cases, to assume a charge-collection

volume consisting of the depletion region thickness and an assumed funnel length. Accord-

ing to some authors, this reinforces the misconception that the funnel is a high-field region

that is responsible for the collection of carriers from below the depletion region. In reality,

as was noted as early as 1991 in [20], an electric field exists throughout the device substrate

due to modulation of the depletion region potential during an ion strike, and not just in a

region identified as a “funnel”.

The main takeaway of this discussion is that despite the ensuing popularity of the fun-

nel explanation for charge collection during a heavy-ion strike (mainly through analytical

models [15, 34, 35] , simulation and experimental studies [36], and SEE rate prediction

models [32]), some researchers were questioning the applicability and interpretation of the

field-funneling understanding of charge collection for heavy-ion strikes not long after its

initial discovery for α particles.
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It is important to remember that the original field-funneling effect discussed in [6] was

observed for α particles. Figure 2.4 shows why the distinction between α particle events

and heavy ion events is an important one. The figure shows the linear energy transfer (LET)

of various ionizing particles as a function of particle energy. The important conclusion is

that the LET of α particles is vastly different from that of iron (a typical heavy ion found

in the space environment) [37]. One of the aims of this work, which will be discussed in

detail later, is to address charge-collection mechanisms during strikes by particles such as

high-energy iron, which, as is suggested by Figure 2.4, can generate a very large carrier

density in silicon.

2.3 Recent Developments in Charge Collection Mechanisms and Modeling

Some recent work dealing with charge-collection mechanisms emphasizes that, con-

trary to the typical view of field-funneling, the entire device substrate should be considered

for charge collection in devices, not just the region near the junction [16, 17, 19, 23, 26].

While this is not a wholly new claim (one paper describing the significance of considering

the entire device substrate was published in 1984 [21]), if the list of recent publications is

any indication, the idea has gained traction in the community in recent years. The moti-

vation for considering the entire substrate is that during a high-level heavy-ion strike that

passes through the depletion region, the electric field along the track is weak, and, in cases

where the ion does not pass all the way through the device, the field that was initially sup-

ported by the reverse-biased depletion region is pushed down to the track end. Considering

charge collection in this way has been referred to in some papers as “regional partition-

ing” [17–19, 26]. Regional partitioning focuses on the electric field established directly

beneath and around the region of high carrier density generated by the radiation event that

accompanies the reduction in voltage that is typically supported by the depletion region.

The conditions that give rise to this regional partitioning scheme are discussed in greater

detail in Chapter 3; however a high field established at the end of an ion track can have
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considerable implications for charge collection, especially in the case of short-range ions.

Many cases of practical interest involve particles that are relatively short range. One exam-

ple is the previously discussed iron, whose prominence in the space environment makes it

an interesting particle to consider for SEEs in devices (see Section 2.4). For many energies,

an iron ion would not pass completely through a typical device substrate. For example, a

100 MeV iron ion has a range of approximately 20 µm in silicon [1]. Charge collection due

to other short-track phenomena are also of practical interest, such as nuclear reaction prod-

ucts produced by collisions between an incident particle and back-end-of-line materials

[38], and some types of pulsed laser irradiation [39].

Previous theoretical work has considered regional partitioning concepts in the devel-

opment of an analytical model for charge collection [18, 19, 40, 41]. A discussion of the

concepts behind this model can be found in Chapter 3; however, it is noted here that re-

gional partitioning concepts and the resulting analytical model have been used to provide

valuable insight into simulation results [18] and pulsed laser measurements of an opto-

electronic device [22, 23, 42], as well as providing a valuable framework for interpreting

the experimental and simulation results described throughout this document. For the case

presented in Chapter 3, no other analytical charge collection model found in the literature

was able to sufficiently explain the trends in charge collection observed in experiments.

Significantly more will be said about this particular regional partitioning scheme, and the

insight it provides, in the chapters that follow.

2.4 High LET Particles in the Space Radiation Environment

The focus of this work is primarily on the interaction of high LET ions with silicon de-

vices. Therefore, understanding the prevalence of high LET ions in the space environment

is necessary to properly place the work in context. The goal of this section is to briefly

discuss the presence and abundance of high LET ions in the space environment.

Broadly, the space radiation environment consists of protons and heavy nuclei associ-
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Figure 2.5: Relative abundance of the elements from hydrogen to the iron group, nor-
malized to that of carbon (C=102 in the plot). The solid line represents the cosmic-ray
abundances measured near Earth. The dashed line represents the elemental abundances in
the solar system of the GCR. After [3] (original in [43]).
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Figure 2.6: SRIM results for iron in silicon. The black curve is the computed LET versus
ion energy for electronic stopping (direct ionization). The red curve shows the predicted
range. After [1].

ated with solar events, trapped radiation (e.g., the Van Allen belts near the Earth), galactic

cosmic rays (GCRs), neutrons, and photons [3]. Of these, the two most relevant to this

work are the heavy nuclei associated with solar events and the heavy ions found in GCRs.

Many of the ion species present in these two subsets of the space radiation environment are

capable of producing high-level carrier generation conditions in silicon devices (though a

third source of high-LET particles that is not specifically related to a particular environment

is discussed at the end of this section).

GCRs are highly energetic particles which originate outside of our solar system. They

are composed mainly of energetic protons and atomic nuclei. The exact processes by which

they are produced is unknown, although many suspect that some fraction of cosmic rays

likely originate from the supernovae of massive stars. Recent data from the Fermi space

telescope has been used as evidence in support of this claim [44]. As far as space electronics

are concerned, satellites in geo-synchronous orbits (approximately 36,000 km) and probes

operating in interplanetary space will be subject to GCRs. While the GCR spectrum is
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Figure 2.7: Integral fluxes for iron cosmic rays versus LET for a 90% worse case (upper),
solar minimum (middle), and solar maximum (lower). The spectra are at 1 AU behind 25
mils of aluminum shielding. After [45].

predominately protons, a significant portion is heavy atomic nuclei.

Figure 2.5 shows the relative abundance of elements from the hydrogen to the iron

group in the GCR spectrum normalized to that of carbon. The solid line represents the

abundances measured near Earth while the dashed line represents the elemental abundances

in the solar system of the GCR spectrum. Hydrogen and helium are, by far, the most abun-

dant particles. However, the relatively low LET of these particles makes them of limited

use for this study. Other elements of interest in Figure 2.5 include carbon, oxygen, and

iron. Of the three, iron is especially interesting due to its increased abundance compared to

particles with a similar charge number and its LET. Figure 2.6 shows the LET and range for

iron in silicon as a function of particle energy. For example, a 100 MeV iron particle has

an LET of almost 30 MeV-cm2/mg and a range of approximately 20 µm in silicon, which

could lead to high-level carrier generation conditions in devices.

Figure 2.7 shows the Heinrich curve for iron in the GCR. The Heinrich curve shows the
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Figure 2.8: LET versus energy per AMU for particles in silicon. After [45].

integral flux of a particular ion as a function of LET. The Heinrich curve shown in the figure

plots the integral flux of iron at solar maximum (lower), solar minimum (middle), and a

90% worst case (upper). All of the curves are at 1 AU behind 25 mils of aluminum shielding

[45]. This figure shows that, for iron, a reasonable flux of particles exists having an LET

of approximately 30 MeV-cm2/mg. Other particles of interest are shown in Figure 2.8,

which plots the stopping powers of various ions in silicon as a function of particle energy

per nucleon. Though the abundance of the other ions shown is less than that of iron, there

still exists a significant abundance of oxygen, neon, and argon (among others) in the GCR

spectrum measured near Earth and in the solar system (see Figure 2.5).

Another source of heavy ions are solar particle events (SPE). These events occur ran-

domly in time when very strong solar magnetic fields become critically unstable. As a way

to relax this instability, an energetic ejection of mass from the sun can occur. SPEs can

be rich in heavy ions ranging in energy from ∼1 MeV/nucleon to ∼10 GeV/nucleon with
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intensities that are orders of magnitude greater than those of the GCR at similar energies

[3]. The integral flux for SPEs can also be several orders of magnitude greater than the

GCR integral flux at solar minimum (which is when the GCR flux is at a maximum) [3].

This constitutes a significant increase in the abundance of high LET particles in the space

radiation environment. Particles ejected during an SPE can follow magnetic field lines and

affect near-Earth electronics.

The mean composition of various heavy ion species found in SPEs relative to hydrogen

are the following: Fe (4.1 x 10−5), Cu (2.0 x 10−8), Kr (2.0 x 10−9), Xe (2.7 x 10−10), and

U (1.2 x 10−12) [45]. Of the ions listed, uranium and xenon comprise a very small fraction

of SPEs. However, their high LETs (see Figure 2.8) indicate that they could generate a

large density of excess carriers in silicon devices. Of the ions listed, iron and copper are

relatively common.

Recent work has also shown that energetic particle interactions with back end of line

(BEOL) materials can lead to the production of secondary particles through nuclear re-

actions. Depending on the BEOL material in question, short range, high LET secondary

particles from nuclear reactions can be generated. These secondaries can then go on to

generate carriers in the sensitive device fabricated underneath the BEOL materials. [46]

showed that energetic protons (which are commonly found in the space environment) can

interact with tungsten (a common BEOL metal) to generate forward-directed secondary

particles with a range of up to 20 µm and an LET greater than 40 MeV-cm2/mg in sili-

con. Such a particle could travel through the device overlayer materials and into the silicon

below, where it would be capable of generating a significant carrier density near a sen-

sitive device. In [47], secondary particles created through the interaction of heavy ions

with BEOL materials produced single-event upsets in an SRAM that had been hardened to

50 MeV-cm2/mg, indicating that low LET, highly energetic ions could lead to the produc-

tion of secondary particles capable of upsetting a hardened device. While the presence of

secondary particles generated through nuclear interactions between energetic particles and
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BEOL materials does not constitute a radiation environment per se, it should be consid-

ered as a potential source of high LET particles capable of generating a large excess carrier

density in silicon devices.
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CHAPTER 3

Total Collected Charge During High-Level Carrier Generation Events

3.1 Chapter Introduction

High-level carrier generation events, such as heavy-ion strikes, can produce carrier den-

sities that are orders of magnitude greater than the background doping density. The charge-

collection process at a reverse-biased device junction in response to such a condition is

complex and dynamic. In [16], device level simulations were used to assert that the electric

field along the track of charge produced by a ion passing through a junction and into the

device substrate is weak, and, in cases where the ion does not pass all the way through

the device, the field that was initially supported by the reverse-biased depletion region is

pushed down to the track end. A key conclusion of [16] is that understanding the physical

mechanisms of charge collection requires considerations of the entire device structure, and

not just regions near the junction. This was discussed briefly in Section 2.3.

Previous theoretical work has leveraged similar ideas in the development of an analyti-

cal model for charge collection [18, 19, 40, 41]. This model is built around the observation

that, for carrier-generating events of sufficient intensity, the device substrate can be parti-

tioned into regions that can be characterized by their relative carrier densities, potentials,

and electric fields [18, 19, 40], [48], [49]. A schematic of this partitioning and the rel-

evant physical properties of each region are shown in Figure 3.1, which is discussed in

greater detail in Section 3.3. This regional partitioning could be considered a similar phys-

ical framework to that of funneling in response to a heavy ion strike through the depletion

region of a device [15, 34, 50]. However, where the funnel model places emphasis on a

region of potential modulation surrounding the ion track (i.e., the funnel), regional parti-

tioning focuses on the electric field established directly beneath the region of high carrier

density generated by the radiation event. This electric field is due to the reduction in voltage
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Figure 3.1: Schematic showing individual region names (a) and relevant physical charac-
teristics of those regions (b) for a reverse-biased p-n junction during high-level conditions.
These regions are described mathematically by the ADC model. For early times during
the charge-collection process, the ambipolar region boundary corresponds approximately
to the bottom of the generated carrier density.

that is typically supported by the depletion region.

In some analytical charge collection models (the funnel model of [15], for instance),

tracks passing through a device are considered to be “infinitely long”. In other words,

those models describe charge collection due to a particle that passes completely through the

device. This might lead to some confusion when discussing the electric field “beneath the

region of high carrier density”. However, many cases of practical interest involve particles

that are relatively short range. Several examples of short-range phenomena were mentioned

in Section 2.3. The concepts presented in this work are certainly not limited to short-track

phenomena, but such phenomena do provide good example cases for the ideas discussed

here.

The ambipolar diffusion with a cutoff (ADC) model is a first-principles, analytical

charge collection model that is based on the regional partitioning concepts discussed above

[18, 19, 40] and illustrated in Figure 3.1. As has been discussed using device-level simu-

lations [40], and is shown experimentally in this work through charge-collection measure-

ments for the first time, the ADC model is capable of producing reasonably accurate values

for total collected charge without many of the assumptions required by other analytical
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charge collection models, which are discussed in Section 3.5. The ADC model focuses on

the physical mechanisms of charge collection during high-level carrier generation events.

This allows the ADC model to bridge the gap between simple analytical charge collec-

tion models, which provide little physical insight into the charge-collection process, and

comprehensive device-level simulations (e.g., TCAD tools).

Analytical charge collection models could also be advantageous to other modeling ef-

forts. There is recent and growing interest in simulation codes that use Monte-Carlo meth-

ods to analyze the interaction of radiation with matter (such as the MRED tools [51, 52]).

This analysis is then combined with information regarding charge collection and circuit

analysis methods to predict the circuit-level response of a device exposed to radiation.

Due to the computationally intensive nature of Monte-Carlo techniques, it is desirable to

use analytical models (as opposed to TCAD simulations) whenever possible to reduce the

computational overhead.

The charge-collection measurements described throughout this chapter were made via

high-speed transient capture [53] on a bulk silicon diode during exposure to high-irradiance

laser pulses. The pulse was at a sub-bandgap wavelength, so carrier generation was pro-

duced by TPA [39]. The data show that, for sufficiently high-energy laser pulses, nearly all

of the generated charge is collected, even when substantial carrier generation occurs only

well below the depletion region boundary. The ADC model is able to predict trends in col-

lected charge that are in good qualitative agreement with experimentally measured values

in this situation, which is an experimental condition that cannot be described accurately by

other analytical charge-collection models. Models that consider only certain device regions

(the depletion region, or a “funnel region” for example) can predict correct values for col-

lected charge in some cases. However, for the more general case of predicting the collected

charge due to an arbitrary carrier density near a reverse-biased junction during a high-level

carrier generation event, the response of the entire device must be considered.

Section 3.2 describes the experimental setup and measurement process. To aid in the
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Figure 3.2: An illustrative diagram of the diode and measurement procedure. Relative sizes
are not to scale. Exact doping levels can be seen in Figure 3.4. The device overlayers are
not shown.

understanding of the model used to analyze the experimental work, an overview of regional

partitioning is discussed in Section 3.3, which includes new device-level simulations, while

Section 3.4 discusses how the ADC model was applied to the experimental data. The

experimental results are discussed in Section 3.5. Appendix A contains a more detailed

derivation of the ADC model. The derivation shown in the appendix is intended to be

a summary of the more salient characteristics of the model, it has been compiled from

various works that discuss the model in even greater detail [17–19].

3.2 Two-Photon Absorption Measurements

Carrier injection by TPA was used to examine trends in charge collection for a simple

bulk silicon diode as a function of the intensity and location of the generated carrier den-

sity. This technique generates carriers that are spatially distributed in a way that may not

correspond to analytical charge collection models based on ion strikes that pass directly
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through the depletion region of the device. Because TPA testing allows for a continuously

variable laser pulse energy over a wide range, it is a convenient test method for controlling

the magnitude of the generated charge in the device [39], [54]. Figure 3.2 is an illustrative

diagram of the test structure during sub-bandgap laser exposure. Several relevant features

are noted on the figure, including the approximate location of carrier generation in relation

to the beam focus, the relative doping levels and size of the structure, and the reference

Z=0 µm, which is discussed below.

3.2.1 Test Structure and Setup

All transient capture measurements were performed using a large-area (∼200 µm x

∼800 µm) bulk silicon diode fabricated in a 45 nm process. The physical location and

magnitude of each doping concentration was determined through spreading resistance mea-

surements. The diode consists of an n-well with a peak doping of ∼1018 cm−3 that is ap-

proximately 0.5 µm deep over a p-substrate with a doping of ∼1015 cm−3. The device

substrate did not contain any buried layers. To avoid any laser shadowing effects from

metal in the diode’s overlayers, the diode was irradiated from the backside, through the sil-

icon substrate [54]. The diode was maintained at a 5 V reverse bias for all measurements.

The diode’s reverse bias leakage current did not exceed 10 nA throughout the duration of

the experiment.

Measurements were made using a Tektronix DPO7254 2.5 GHz oscilloscope. Devices

were mounted in custom-milled metal packages with microstrip transmission lines and pre-

cision 2.92 mm K-connectors. An example of a similarly-designed and fabricated package

can be seen in Figure 3.3. The bias voltage was supplied using a Keithley 2410 SourceMe-

ter through a 50 Ω bias-tee. Cabling and other test fixtures were chosen for performance

and stability up to and exceeding the bandwidth of the oscilloscope.

The laser irradiations described in this chapter were performed at the Naval Research

Laboratory in Washington, DC using a Ti-Sapphire pumped optical parametric amplifier
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Figure 3.3: A custom-milled, brass package suitable for capturing high-speed transient
signals from irradiated devices. Relevant components are labeled.

operating at a wavelength of 1.26 µm with a nominal pulse width of 150 fs. Because the

wavelength of the laser source is sub-bandgap for silicon, carrier generation is by TPA. The

beam is focused through a 100x (NA 0.5) objective, which produces a focused beam with

a confocal parameter of approximately 9.0 µm. This allows for the generation of carriers

only in close proximity to the focus where the pulse irradiance is greatest. The focused

Full-Width-Half-Max (FWHM) optical spot size was 1.4 µm. The details of the setup and

TPA test method are discussed in greater detail in [39] and [55].

3.2.2 Measurement Procedure

One goal of the experiments was to observe charge collection in the diode as a result

of moving the TPA-induced carrier density from the surface of the device to deep in the

substrate. Doing so requires an absolute reference for the position of the laser focal plane
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in the diode. To define this reference position, the laser spot was focused visually on the

Si-SiO2 interface (the position labeled Z=0 µm in Figure 3.2). In the plots that show

collected charge as a function of Z-position (Figure 3.7, which is discussed later), 0 µm on

the horizontal axis represents the laser spot being focused on this interface, while values

greater than 0 µm represent a focal plane position that is within the device substrate as

shown in Figure 3.2. The error associated with this procedure is approximately ± 1 µm,

which is the smallest change in the spot size that can be detected visually. This error does

not significantly affect the interpretation of the results discussed below.

For each measurement, the focal plane of the laser was moved through the device in

3.5 µm steps in the vertical (“Z”) direction. At each step, approximately fifty current

transients were recorded. They were then numerically integrated to determine the mean

total collected charge at each position.

3.3 Charge Collection During High-Level Carrier Generation Conditions

3.3.1 Regional Partitioning

Previous work [18, 19, 40], [41], [22, 23, 42] has discussed the physical nature of re-

gional partitioning in response to events that generate high carrier concentrations. It occurs

as a result of high-level conditions in a device. While there is no rigorous definition of

how far above the background majority carrier concentration the generated carrier density

must be in order to produce high-level effects [17, 24, 25] regional partitioning effects for

the device used in this work were observed in device-level simulations in situations where

the generated carrier density was approximately one order of magnitude greater than the

background majority carrier concentration.

Regional partitioning describes the distribution of generated carriers in the quasi-neutral

region (QNR), which is the region of the device outside the depletion region (DR) bound-

ary (DRB) extending through the substrate. Here “quasi-neutral” is defined as a charge

imbalance that is less than the majority carrier density, but not necessarily so small that it
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does not affect the electric field outside the depletion region [25], [17].

During a carrier-generating event of sufficient intensity that is sufficiently near a p-n

junction, the quasi-neutral region can be partitioned into two distinct regions. This parti-

tioning is shown in Figure 3.1. The uppermost region near the depletion region boundary

is known as the ambipolar region (AR), and has a high carrier density and a weak electric

field. The high carrier density in the ambipolar region is due to the presence of the gen-

erated carriers. The lower portion of the quasi-neutral region is called the high-resistance

region (HRR). It is called this because it has a much lower concentration of excess carriers

than the ambipolar region. For early times in the charge-collection process for the example

of a heavy ion that passes through the depletion region, the ambipolar region can be thought

of as the portion of the device surrounding the ion track, while the high-resistance region

corresponds to the portion of the device beneath the ion track and throughout the rest of the

device substrate where no (or relatively very few) carriers were generated. Because of the

lack of generated carriers contained in the high-resistance region, it is less conductive than

the ambipolar region, so a significant amount of the potential dropped across the substrate

is dropped across it. This leads to an electric field that opposes the movement of minority

carriers into the high resistance region.

The boundary between the ambipolar region and the high resistance region shown in

Figure 3.1 is not static during the charge collection process, which provides some insight

about charge collection during high-level carrier generation events that is discussed in Sec-

tion 3.3.2 using device-level simulations. This is a physically different interpretation of

charge collection than that of the funnel model of [15, 34, 50]. Here, the entire substrate is

considered, while the funnel model only considers the region of carrier generation and the

resulting change in the potential within the region identified as a funnel.

The physical mechanisms that make a high resistance region possible are discussed in

[18], which explains that the strong electric field that opposes the downward flow of mi-

nority carriers maintains the low conductivity which, in turn, maintains the strong electric
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Figure 3.4: Two dimensional image showing a 20 µm by 20 µm section of the 150 µm by
300 µm simulated bulk silicon N-well/P-substrate diode. The dashed line represents the
depletion region thickness at a reverse bias of 5 V.

field. Due to the orientation of this field, all minority carriers generated in the substrate

move toward the junction and are collected if a high resistance region is present (neglect-

ing recombination). The conditions required for the formation of a high resistance region

are discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.3.

3.3.2 Regional Partitioning in Device-Level Simulations

To demonstrate regional partitioning phenomena in a device similar to the one used for

this work, two-dimensional cylindrical (i.e., quasi-3D) TCAD simulations of a heavy ion

strike were performed using the Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD tools [56]. For cases where

the device geometry can be reasonably approximated by a cylindrical structure, cylindri-

cal simulations can dramatically reduce the computational burden while still producing a

device response that is approximately equal to a fully three-dimensional simulation [8].
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Figure 3.4 shows a 20 µm x 20 µm cross-section of the simulated device, which is 150 µm

wide in the Y-direction and 300 µm long in the Z-direction. The color scale indicates the

device doping. The doping profile for the simulated device is the same as the actual device

used for the TPA experiments. The white dashed line represents the depletion region width

at a reverse bias of 5 V. The device is contacted using ideal contacts running the full width

of the device at the top of the n-well and the bottom of the p-substrate. The aim of the

simulations is to show that regional partitioning can occur in a device that is similar to the

one used for the TPA experiments, not to produce a quantitatively accurate comparison to

experimental results.

An incident ion linear charge deposition of 1.00 pC/µm, which approximately corre-

sponds to an incident ion linear energy transfer (LET) of 100 MeV-cm2/mg in silicon, was

chosen to ensure that the device was experiencing high-level conditions. The ion track was

injected 25 ps after the simulation began. The ion track was centered on the Z-axis in Fig-

ure 3.4, was perpendicular to the Y-axis, and originated at the n-well surface. The simulated

ion track had a constant generated charge density in the Z direction, was 10 µm long, and

had a Gaussian radial profile with a characteristic width of 100 nm. The physical models

governing carrier mobilities, recombination, and carrier-to-carrier scattering were identical

to those used in [42], which discussed regional partitioning phenomena in simulations of a

silicon optoelectronic device. For all simulations, the device was reverse biased at 5 V.

Figure 3.5 shows a contour plot of the magnitude of the electric field around the ion

track 1 ns after carrier generation. A high-field region can be seen at approximately the end

of the ion track. While this produces a similar plot to what has historically been described

as funneling [6], the emphasis here is on the field that is established below the low-field

(blue) region, and not on the low-field region itself. The field below the track opposes

the downward motion of minority carriers, effectively confining them in close proximity

to the junction for the ion track shown here. Also, this spatial distribution of the electric

field results in most of the voltage across the substrate being dropped beneath the ion track
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Figure 3.5: An example of regional partitioning in response to a high-level condition in
the simulated diode shown in Figure 3.4. The electric field in the device in response to
a 1.00 pC/µm track with a 10 µm length is shown 1 ns after the strike. Red regions are
saturated on the color scale, meaning their actual values could be greater than 7x103 V/cm.

(i.e., in the high resistance region). This carrier confinement should not be confused with

ambipolar diffusion [24]. While the carrier densities discussed here would be subject to the

effects of ambipolar diffusion, the field that is established at the end of the ion track is due

to the potential that was previously supported by the reverse-biased depletion region being

dropped beneath the ion track, thus preventing minority carriers from moving deeper into

the substrate.

We cannot definitively conclude that the partitioning in Figure 3.5 separates an ambipo-

lar region from a high resistance region until we have answered the question of how strong

the electric field should be to imply the existence of a high resistance region. The ADC
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Figure 3.6: The Z-component of the electron current density along the Z-axis shown in
Figure3.5 for various times during the charge-collection process. The discontinuous slope
that occurs at approximately 11 µm along the horizontal axis indicates the ambipolar region
boundary. The zero value for electron current density beyond this boundary confirms the
existence of the high resistance region, which prevents the flow of minority carriers deeper
into the substrate. The large range of values seen in the y-axes of each figure emphasize
that while the magnitude of the electron current density changes considerably as the device
returns to its steady-state configuration, the inflection point that signifies the existence of
the high resistance region is present during the majority of the charge-collection process.
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model (discussed in more detail in Section 3.3.3) answers this question with the statement

that the electric field near the ambipolar region boundary, when the high resistance region

exists, is strong enough to prevent minority carriers from entering the high resistance re-

gion. Therefore, a more definitive way to recognize the regional partitioning that separates

the ambipolar region from the high resistance region (which defines the boundary for mi-

nority carrier confinement) is to plot the minority-carrier current density. Figure 3.6 plots

the Z-component of this current along the Z-axis and through the track center at four time

points. The location of the ambipolar region boundary is the point where the current goes

to zero and remains at zero for all greater depths. The current is zero beyond this boundary

because the high electric field at the boundary has prevented carriers that were generated

during the simulated ion strike from moving into the high resistance region. This boundary

is sharp in the high-level limit (which is an infinite mathematical limit) but has some small

uncertainty for real (finite) cases. At the earlier time points in the figure, conditions resem-

ble the limiting case well enough to produce the appearance of a sharp boundary (e.g., at

11 µm at 0.10 ns as seen in Figure 3.6a). At later times, the carrier density decreases and

the exact location of the boundary becomes less clear, but it is still reasonably well defined

even at 10 ns and is at a depth of roughly 16 µm (Figure 3.6d).

Simulations of various ion track lengths (not shown here) produce a qualitatively simi-

lar increase in the electric field directly beneath the ion track for high LET ions that do not

pass completely through the device substrate. In these simulations, the ambipolar region

boundary is initially located near the bottom of the track; however, as the simulation ad-

vances in time, some movement in the boundary (similar to that shown in Figure 3.6) can

be seen. The significance of the motion of the boundary for charge collection is discussed

in more detail in [40]. The case of an ion track that passes all the way through the device

substrate is only slightly different, and ultimately leads to a similar regional partitioning as

the bottom portion of the track (near the substrate contact in the example given here) clears

away and a high resistance region is formed. This case is not particularly germane to the
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discussion here, but it is described in more detail in [49].

3.3.3 A Review of the ADC Model

Previous work in [18, 19, 40, 41] discusses the development of the ADC model. This

section includes a brief overview of the model, as well as a low-level model (derived in

Appendix A) that is also compared to the experimental data in Section 3.5. Derivations and

more detailed discussions of the equations shown here are contained in Appendix A.

The original derivation of the ADC model in [18] pertains to steady-state carrier gen-

eration in a reverse-biased p-n junction silicon diode. More recent work in [19] considered

transient conditions produced when carriers are generated impulsively, and produced the

same charge-collection model as the steady-state theory.

Let Q represent the total collected charge, which is the time integral of the terminal

current in the device. Let PI(x) denote the density of generated electron-hole pairs as a

function of the three-dimensional spatial coordinate x. It is shown in Appendix A that, for

low-level conditions, the collected charge can be expressed as,

Q =
∫

qPI(~x)Ω(~x)d3x (low level), (3.1)

where Ω is a position dependent weighting factor that determines the relative importance

of charge generated at one location compared to the same amount of charge generated at

another location and the volume integral on the right includes both the depletion region

and the quasi-neutral region. The weighting factor Ω equals 1 in the depletion region.

When carrier recombination in the device interior can be neglected, Ω in the quasi-neutral

region is the solution to Laplace’s equation, which ranges from 1 on the depletion region

boundary to 0 on the substrate contact. If the substrate contact were instead, for example,

on the topside of the device, the value for Ω would still be 0 at that contact. However, it

would be necessary to know what kind of boundary condition was present at the bottom

of the device, unless the substrate was thick enough to be treated as an infinite medium.
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Examples of this can be seen in [18] and [40].

Collected charge for the extreme case of high-level conditions is estimated as follows.

Let Q∗ denote the collected charge under high-level conditions but without a high resistance

region present. Q∗ is a necessary input to the model to calculate the total collected charge,

Q. It is shown in Appendix A that Q∗ is given by

Q∗ = (1+
Dm

DM
)
∫

qPI(~x)Ω(~x)d3x , (3.2)

where Dm is the standard diffusion coefficient for minority carriers in the quasi-neutral re-

gion, and DM is the standard diffusion coefficient for majority carriers in the quasi-neutral

region. Again, the volume integral on the right includes both the depletion region and the

quasi-neutral region, and Ω is the same function that appears in 3.1. We define Q∗ by 3.2

regardless of whether a high resistance region is present, so for those high-level examples

in which a high resistance region is not present, Q∗ is the collected charge. However, Q∗

might not be the collected charge if a high resistance region is present. The final estimate

of the collected charge is determined by a test that compares Q∗ to the generated charge.

Let Qgen denote the generated charge that includes charge generated in the depletion region

in addition to charge generated in the quasi-neutral region. Depending on the spatial dis-

tribution of carrier generation, Q∗ can be greater than or less than Qgen. For example, if

carrier generation is localized near the depletion region boundary, where Ω is nearly equal

to 1, the coefficient 1+ Dm
DM

in 3.2 will make Q∗ exceed Q. In the opposite extreme of all

carrier generation being sufficiently far from the depletion region boundary so that Ω is

very small, Q∗ will be less than Qgen.

The estimate of Q is explained in Appendix A and is as follows. The condition Q∗ <

Qgen (which applies to an example in [19] but does not apply to the example shown in

Figure 3.6) implies that either there is no high resistance region at all, or there is a high

resistance region but the ambipolar region boundary moves towards the lower electrode in
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such a way as to not prevent the downward flow of minority carriers, as if there were no

high resistance region. In either case, Q∗ (which is the collected charge when there is no

high resistance region) is an estimate of Q. Also, the condition Q∗ > Qgen (which applies

to the example in Figure 3.6) implies that there is a high resistance region with a quasi-

stationary boundary, which in turn implies that an estimate of the collected charge is the

total generated charge. The result is the ADC model, which estimates Q from

Q =


Q∗ if Q∗ < Qgen,

Qgen if Q∗ > Qgen

(high level conditions). (3.3)

3.4 Applying the Models to Experimental Data

When applying the models discussed above to the experimental data, the desired output

is Q, or the position dependent total collected charge. The inputs to the model are the

total generated charge, which is discussed below, and the Ω weighting function described

in Section 3.3.3. Once the inputs are known, the model predictions can be calculated in

seconds using any modern computer programming language.

Figure 3.7 shows the mean collected charge for the TPA measurements along with the

model predictions for the data (red and blue lines). The results shown in Figure 3.7 are

discussed in detail in Section 3.5. The purpose of this section is to describe how the data

points shown in Figure 3.7 are related to the model predictions.

The model, as it is presented here, does not require the geometry and device doping

as explicit inputs. The geometric aspects of the device that are relevant to the analysis are

described by the Ω function. Appendix A shows that Ω can be calculated using (A.6);

however, it is also possible to estimate, rather than calculate, Ω using data from experi-

mental charge-collection measurements. The first step needed to estimate Ω from data is

to estimate the amount of generated charge when the laser spot is completely contained

in the silicon portion of the device. While analytical methods are available for calculating
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Figure 3.7: Collected charge as a function of focal plane position in the diode. Notice
the better agreement for the ADC model as the laser pulse energy is increased enough
to produce a plateau in charge collection. This plateau is a strong indication of regional
partitioning effects occurring in the device.
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the TPA-induced carrier density when only the carrier generation term is considered [39],

these methods provide, at best, a rough approximation to the generated carrier density in the

device. An accurate analytical calculation to determine the amount of charge deposited dur-

ing the TPA process within a particular device is not presently available and is a difficult

problem that would require considerable computational effort. This complex calculation

can be avoided by assuming in the analysis that follows that the collected charge at the

maximizing focal plane position is an estimate of the total generated charge, regardless of

whether low-level or high-level conditions apply. Referring to the experimental data points

in Figure 3.7, the estimates of generated charge are

Qgen =



0.08 pC @ 0.43 nJ2

0.81 pC @ 2.59 nJ2

2.7 pC @ 4.12 nJ2

7.8 pC @ 10.43 nJ2

(data). (3.4)

Having estimated the generated charge for each laser energy used, the next step is to esti-

mate Ω.

Although a large amount of spatial resolution regarding laser intensity is needed to

calculate (as opposed to measure) the generated charge, less spatial resolution regarding the

initial generated charge is needed when using 3.1 or 3.2 to estimate the collected charge.

In particular, a sufficiently small laser spot can be approximated as a point source in the

latter calculations. This approximation will be used to estimate Ω. Also, it is assumed

here that the lowest laser intensity used in the measurements, which produced Figure 3.7a

and will be called the “low-intensity measurements”, produces low-level conditions so that

3.1 applies. Let QEXP(Z) be the experimentally measured collected charge from the low-

intensity measurements as a function of the focal plane depth Z. In other words, QEXP(Z)

is the set of points in Figure 3.7a. Using the point-source approximation (i.e., qPI is the
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generated charge multiplied by the Dirac delta function centered at depth Z) with 3.1 gives

QEXP(Z) = QgenΩ(Z)

or

Ω(Z) =
QEXP(Z)

Qgen
(low intensity). (3.5)

Note that QEXP(Z) was measured only at the discrete values of Z indicated by the filled

black circles in Figure 3.7a. Estimates of Ω between these points are obtained from linear

interpolations. Once Ω was determined using the data points in Figure 3.7a, it could be used

along with 3.1-3.3 to develop the low-level (red) and ADC (blue) lines in Figures 3.7b-3.7d.

In other words, the only knowledge that the red and blue lines of Figure 3.7 have of the data

points in Figure 3.7 is what is shown in 3.4 plus the data points in Figure 3.7a used to con-

struct Ω. Were it possible to accurately calculate the charge deposited by TPA in the device

(Qgen) as opposed to using 3.4, the red and blue curves shown in Figure 3.7 would require

no knowledge of the data points in Figures 3.7b-3.7d whatsoever. The predictions could

be made using only the low-intensity TPA data (to define Ω) together with the calculated

values for Qgen.

The low-level curves in Figure 3.7 were calculated by combining 3.5 with 3.1. How-

ever, this calculation does not use the point-source approximation. If it did, the prediction

would exactly reproduce the points in Figure 3.7a because the points in Figure 3.7a were

used to define Ω. Instead, a smoother curve was produced by giving PI some spatial extent.

Specifically, it is treated as constant over a 12 µm range (6 µm on each side of the focal

plane depth). This is consistent with recent measurements of the TPA carrier generation

region’s “effective length” [57]. While the effective length of the TPA carrier generation

region does increase with increasing laser pulse energy, a 12 µm range is a reasonable

approximation for the laser pulse energies used here.

Similar calculations are used to obtain the blue curves, except that 3.1 is replaced by
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3.2 and 3.3. This calculation requires an estimate of the diffusion-coefficient ratio Dm/DM,

which is related to the mobility ratio through the Einstein relation [25]. Because of (A.9),

accuracy is needed only in the ambipolar region portion of the quasi-neutral region, which

is a weak-field region, so we use low-field mobilities. For a p-type substrate, this ratio

is the low-field electron mobility divided by the low-field hole mobility. The ratio used

here is 2.8, which is consistent with mobilities reported in the literature for the doping

concentration used in the tested device [25].

3.5 Results and Discussion

Figure 3.7 shows the mean collected charge as a function of Z-position for four different

laser pulse energies. The error bars in the figure represent the statistical standard error for

each reported value of collected charge. For values of standard error that are less than

5% of the reported mean, error bars are not shown. Sources of systematic error were not

quantified. The red lines in Figure 3.7 represent calculated values for collected charge using

the low-level calculation explained in Section 3.4. The blue lines represent the same type

of calculation, only using the ADC model as explained in Section 3.4.

One might assume that as the peak carrier density moves away from the point of max-

imum charge collection, the total charge collection should decrease appropriately due to

the longer path carriers would have to take to diffuse to the junction to be collected. That

is consistent with Figures 3.7a-b, which show a decrease in collected charge immediately

following the peak charge collection. However, there is a plateau in the measured values for

collected charge within the first 21 µm of Figure 3.7d. The physical interpretation of this

is that when the focus of the laser is within this 21 µm region, almost all of the generated

charge can be collected. These data indicate that as long as the carrier generation is suffi-

ciently intense, nearly all of the generated charge can be collected, even if the peak of the

generated carrier density is many micrometers away from the depletion region boundary.

The ADC model is consistent with this observation. According to the model, if the focus
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is sufficiently close to the upper junction (21 µm for Figure 3.7d), a high resistance region

will be created somewhere in the lower portion of the substrate and serve as a blocking

region that prevents minority carriers from reaching the lower electrode, so they are all

collected at the junction regardless of where in this upper region the focus is located. If

the focus is not sufficiently close to the junction to produce this effect, the collected charge

will be less than the generated charge and will decrease with increasing depth of the focus.

For the lowest tested pulse energy squared (0.43 nJ2, Figure 3.7a), the low-level model

is in better qualitative agreement with the charge-collection measurements than the high-

level model. This is a given because the data in Figure 3.7a were used to construct the Ω

function while assuming low-level conditions. The TPA data shown in Figure 3.7b are in

good agreement with the low-level model, indicating that 2.59 nJ2 pulses did not produce

a high-level condition in the diode. Figure 3.7c is not in good qualitative agreement with

either of the two models. In this case, 4.12 nJ2 pulses produced an intermediate case in the

diode where neither low-level theory nor the high-level theory provided by the ADC model

can reasonably predict the values of collected charge. For the highest pulse energy squared

shown (10.43 nJ2, Figure 3.7d), the ADC model is clearly a better qualitative fit to the data

than the low-level model, indicating that the diode was experiencing a high-level condition,

which produces regional partitioning effects in the diode.

When calculating ADC model predictions from low-level data, it was assumed that

the Ω in 3.2 is the same as the Ω in 3.1, so low-level data can be used to determine Ω

which in turn determines the prediction for high-level conditions. However, the theoretical

justification (in Appendix A) for this assumption applies when carrier recombination can

be neglected. It is not clear how recombination affects the validity of this assumption

because a version of the ADC model that includes recombination has not yet been derived.

Recombination is more important for deeper generation source locations, and it is possible

that this contributes to the difference between experimental data and theoretical calculations

in Figure 3.7d when the source is deeper than 21 µm. However, the qualitative agreement
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is considered to be good enough to support the claims made here.

For this particular experimental case, it would be difficult or impossible to apply other

analytical models for charge collection to produce curves that are in reasonable agreement

with the experimental data shown in Figure 3.7. Determining a fixed charge collection

depth (which is common when using a simple RPP approach for rate prediction modeling

[32]) would be difficult based on the device geometry and doping, because it does not

have any buried layers that would truncate charge collection and help to define a fixed

charge collection depth. Predicting the collected charge using a fixed collection depth

model would also require knowledge of how much charge is generated by TPA within that

depth. When applying the ADC model here, it was assumed that the maximum collected

charge in Figures 3.7b-3.7d corresponds to the total generated charge. If we make the same

assumption for a fixed collection depth model, we still cannot use that model to predict

the data in Figure 3.7d, for example, without selecting a charge collection depth that fit the

data. Also, once a suitable number for that depth was found, it would only be a number

that was chosen to allow the model to agree with the data; it would not have any inherent

physical significance. Recall that the ADC model is able to predict the data in Figure 3.7d

with reasonable accuracy without any knowledge of the TPA data shown in Figure 3.7d,

other than the maximum collected charge.

Applying other, more refined analytical models would also be difficult. For example,

the model of [31] is intended only for structures with a lightly doped epitaxial layer over a

highly doped substrate. That model also assumes an incident ion track that has a constant

charge deposition over its entire track length and passes through the depletion region and

into the device substrate. Such an assumption cannot be made for the TPA data shown here,

especially in cases where the peak carrier generation of the TPA region is well below the

depletion region, and many micrometers deep in the substrate.

Another model to consider is the funnel model of [15], which describes charge collec-

tion in terms of a strong drift mechanism due to the presence of a funnel that is created
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when the electric field that is normally supported by the depletion region is pushed down

into the quasi-neutral region following an ion strike. In addition to disagreeing with the

physical interpretation for charge collection provided by the ADC model (which regards

the electric field in the lower device region as being more significant than the field in the

upper region), it is ultimately not clear what the funnel model would predict for charge

collected from TPA pulses because the original funnel model in [15] was derived for tracks

that are effectively infinitely long. A later version in [34] has an empirical correction for

short tracks with high LET, but this correction was obtained from a specific set of test data

(with all tracks starting at the top of the device) and it is not clear how to use this for TPA

pulses that generate carriers at various depths in the device. Therefore, the funnel model as

described in [15] and [34] cannot be applied in this case.

Assuming that the effective length of the TPA-induced carrier density corresponds to

the confocal parameter of the beam (which is twice the distance from the beam waist to the

point where the beam radius has increased by a factor of
√

2; or approximately 9 µm in this

case) or the measurements of the effective length of the TPA-induced carrier density shown

in [57] (approximately 12 µm for the pulse energies used here), the data of Figure 3.7d

suggest that when the focal plane is located at 21 µm, the TPA-induced carrier density does

not have sufficient vertical extent to generate a large number of carriers in the depletion

region directly; yet, in spite of this, almost all of the generated charge is collected. TCAD

simulations show that the depletion region thickness of this device is approximately 2 µm at

the 5 V reverse bias used during the measurements (shown in Figure 3.4). For carriers to be

generated within the depletion region when the laser focal plane was at 21 µm, the effective

length of the TPA-induced carrier density would have to be approximately 38 µm (19 µm

on either side of the focal plane). This is at odds with the funnel model, which assumes

that the carrier density generated within the depletion region modulates the potential and

causes the funnel effect.

While the ADC model does provide good agreement to the high-level TPA data shown
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in Figure 3.7d, a potential trade-off is one of analytical complexity. The equations shown

in Section 3.3.3 and Appendix A suggest that the ADC model could be difficult to apply

to a dataset. This is due, in part, to its first-principles based approach to determining the

collected charge, which requires some knowledge of the Ω weighting function for deter-

mining the relative importance of charge generated at specific locations in the device. The

models presented in [15, 31, 32, 34] can only be used when the information required to

apply them is available. The advantage of the ADC model however, is that it is more gen-

erally applicable to charge-collection problems, assuming a reverse biased junction with

high-level carrier generation, which is often the case in many problems of interest. The ap-

plication of the ADC model does not require any geometric assumptions about the device,

such as assuming a charge collection depth based on the presence of buried layers or a well

boundary. Here, all geometrical considerations were handled by the Ω weighting function,

which was determined exclusively from low-intensity TPA data.

The large-area test structure used here is not representative of highly scaled devices, so

it is important to consider the applicability of the ADC model described here and the insight

it provides. There are many practical reasons for studying charge-collection phenomena

for large junctions; single-event latchup [4] and well potential modulation effects [58] are

two examples. Also, a thorough understanding of charge-collection by large junctions is a

helpful (and potentially necessary) element for understanding related phenomena in small

junctions, where small feature sizes can make interpretation of the data and application

of analytical charge-collection models more complicated. Charge collection for smaller

junctions is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

The experimental results of Figure 3.7 also provide insight about heavy-ion tests. For

example, high-level conditions were produced, for the device tested here, when the gen-

erated charge was approximately 8 pC. This is the same amount of charge that would be

generated by a heavy ion having a range of 20 µm (for example) and having an LET, aver-

aged over the ion range, of about 40 MeV-cm2/mg. Hence, it is reasonable to expect that
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any ion having a range of 20 µm or more and having an average LET of 40 MeV-cm2/mg

or more will produce high-level conditions. Recall that this device is a test structure in

which the depletion region area is very large. High-level conditions are easier to produce

in smaller structures. Experimental and simulation results for heavy-ions are discussed in

Chapters 4 and 5.

3.6 Chapter Summary

This chapter has discussed the use of charge-collection measurements in a simple bulk

silicon diode to highlight the physical significance of high-level conditions for charge-

collection in devices. Specifically, high-level conditions can give rise to a region of position-

independent charge collection in a device where, due to the presence of a strong electric

field underneath the generated carrier density, almost all of the generated minority carri-

ers can be collected, even if the peak of the generated carrier density is located several

micrometers away from the depletion region boundary.

The ADC model is used to explain, via regional partitioning effects, the experimentally

observed collected charge due to TPA-laser induced high-level conditions. A qualitative

discussion of other analytical models for charge collection reveals that they would be dif-

ficult or impossible to apply in this case due to a violation of their primary assumptions or

the inability to apply them to the TPA-induced carrier density.

Using the results of Figure 3.7d, it is possible to gain some insight about high-level

conditions in a device as a result of real heavy-ion strikes. However, a more thorough

investigation of high-level carrier generation conditions for a reverse biased p-n junction in

response to a heavy-ion strike is discussed in Chapters 4 and 5.
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CHAPTER 4

The Impact of Depletion Region Potential Modulation on Ion-Induced Current

Transient Response

4.1 Introduction

Chapter 3 dealt primarily with the total collected charge at a device junction following

a carrier generation event (heavy-ion strike, optical carrier generation, etc.). However, the

total collected charge is only one physical quantity of interest when discussing SEEs. An-

other is the device transient response. As it is typically encountered, the transient response

is a brief perturbation in the terminal current at a reverse-biased p-n junction that results

from the passage of an ionizing particle through the device. The characteristics of these

transients, and their temporal properties, can influence what effect they have on a partic-

ular device or circuit. SRAMs, for example, can be particularly sensitive to the temporal

characteristics of the ion-induced transient response [2]. In addition to providing insight

into circuit-level upsets, knowledge of how transient characteristics change as a function of

relevant ion parameters, such as the LET, is valuable for developing analytical models for

charge collection [18, 19, 26, 59].

The previous chapter discussed the significance of high-level carrier generation con-

ditions (such as those caused by a high LET ion strike) for charge collection in silicon

devices; however, the impact of high-level carrier generation conditions on the transient

current response was not described. Many ions in the space environment are capable of

producing high-level carrier generation conditions, making a study of the device-level tran-

sient response to such events valuable for furthering the understanding of charge-collection

mechanisms.

This chapter discusses high-speed transient capture measurements [53] on a bulk sil-

icon diode during heavy-ion irradiation and two-photon absorption (TPA) backside laser
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exposure [39]. The experimental data described below show the influence of incident ion

LET on the characteristics of the generated transient. Specifically, increasing the heavy-ion

induced carrier density leads to significant depletion region potential modulation, which

has a profound impact on the characteristic shape of the current transient. Depending on

the applied bias voltage, a saturation in the peak transient current can be observed where

increasing the strength of the ionization source will no longer significantly increase the

peak current of the transient. This phenomenon is investigated through device-level simu-

lations and the application of an analytical model described in [48]. The device response

as a function of strike proximity to the n-well contacts is also studied, showing that strikes

closer to the n-well contacts can produce different transient pulse shapes.

4.2 Experimental Details

Unless otherwise stated, all transient capture measurements were performed using a

large-area (50 µm x 50 µm) bulk silicon n-well over p-substrate diode fabricated using

Jazz Semiconductor’s CA18HD process. This is a 180 nm non-epitaxial bulk CMOS pro-

cess featuring dual wells. While the transient response of a large-area diode is not neces-

sarily representative of the transient response of modern, highly-scaled technologies, there

are practical reasons for studying the transient response (and underlying charge-collection

mechanisms) of a large junction; specific examples include single-event latchup, multiple-

bit upsets, and other phenomena that could be attributed to well potential modulation ef-

fects. A thorough understanding of large-junction response is also helpful (and potentially

necessary) for understanding related phenomena in small junctions, where interpretation

of the response can be complicated by small feature sizes. A discussion of the transient

response for a smaller junction is included in Chapter 5.

A to-scale, recolored image of the diode from its GDSII layout file is shown in Fig-

ure 4.1. The light blue and dark blue vertical stripes correspond to p-well and n-well con-

tacts, respectively. The horizontal blue stripes are metal lines that do not contact the silicon.
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Figure 4.1: A to-scale, top-down view of the tested device taken from a GDSII layout file.
Locations pertinent to the TPA measurements are shown.

The vertical gray stripe near the bottom of the image represents a metal line that provides

bias to the n-well contacts. The dark red region corresponds to the n-well diffusion. Sev-

eral locations are labeled on the figure, which are significant for the TPA measurements

described later. The “center” position is the center of the n-well diffusion. The “LC” and

“RC” labels denote the locations of the left and right sets of n-well and p-well contacts,

respectively. The “start” and “stop” labels indicate the TPA laser scan beginning and end

points.

The location and magnitude of each doping concentration was determined through

spreading resistance measurements. The n-well is approximately 800 nm deep and has

a peak doping of approximately 5x1017 cm−3. This is a blanket p-well technology, there-

fore at any location where n-type dopants are not specifically implanted, the material is

p-type. The peak p-well doping is approximately 4x1017 cm−3. The p-substrate has a dop-

ing of approximately 2x1015 cm−3 and contains no buried layers. The diode is covered

by approximately 11 µm of SiO2 overlayer material and polysilicon fill. The overlayers

over the active diffusion have no metal fill. A representative cross-section of the device

produced during device-level simulations is shown in Figure 4.8 (the simulation setup and
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results are discussed in Section 4.2). For all measurements, the diode was reverse biased at

1 V unless otherwise stated. The diode’s reverse bias leakage current did not exceed 10 nA

throughout the duration of the heavy ion irradiations or the TPA measurements.

Transients were recorded using a high-speed Tektronix TDS 6124C oscilloscope with

a 12 GHz bandwidth and 25 ps sampling resolution. Devices were packaged similarly to

what was described earlier (see Figure 3.3). The experimental setup was otherwise identical

to what was described in Chapter 3.

Heavy ion irradiations were performed in vacuum using Lawrence Berkeley National

Laboratories’ 88-inch cyclotron facility. All ions used for the experiments were from the

4.5 MeV/u cocktail. The incident LET values in Si for each ion species are as follows (in

units of MeV-cm2/mg): Ne, 5.8; Ar, 14; Y, 46; Ag, 58; Ta, 87. Each ion’s range in silicon

is approximately 50 µm.

Laser irradiations were performed at Vanderbilt University using an optical parametric

generator operating at a wavelength of 1260 nm with a nominal pulse width of approxi-

mately 150 fs. The wavelength is sub-bandgap for silicon, resulting in carrier generation

by TPA. The incident laser pulse energy is monitored in real time using a calibrated InGaAs

photodiode. The beam is focused through a 100x (NA 0.5) objective. For all measurements,

the device under test was mounted on an automated precision linear stage with a minimum

step size of 0.1 µm in the X, Y, and Z directions. More information about this setup is

included in Appendix B.

The charge generation spot size in silicon was measured in a manner consistent with

a typical knife-edge optical spot size measurement [60]. For this measurement, a separate

large-area bulk-silicon n-well over p-substrate diode fabricated on the same wafer as the

test structure shown in Figure 4.1 was used. Half of the diode’s active area is covered by

overlayer metal on metal layer one, while the other half is covered by SiO2 and polysilicon

fill only. Because the wavelength of the beam is sub-bandgap for silicon, the measurement

yields the charge generation spot size, rather than the true optical spot size. Having the
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Figure 4.2: The results of the knife-edge measurement at various focusing depths around
the beam waist. The charge generation spot size at the waist is approximately 1.2 µm.

metal “knife-edge” embedded in the device overlayers, and thus as close as possible to the

active silicon, helps to limit the effects of diffraction on the measurement results. This is

a similar approach to earlier work concerning measurements of the TPA effective spot size

in a bulk silicon device [57].

For this work, the charge generation spot size in the vicinity of the beam waist was

measured. This was determined by focusing the beam on top of the metal coverage and

then moving in small steps from the region covered by metal into the region with no metal

coverage. The TPA-induced current transients were recorded at each position, and their

peak values were plotted as a function of position. The convention chosen here for the spot

size is the distance between 10% and 90% of the maximum peak current when it is plotted

as a function of position. Repeating this scanning procedure at various focusing depths

around the waist and determining the spot size for each scan produces the data shown in

Figure 4.2. As indicated in the figure, the value for the charge generation spot size at the

beam waist is approximately 1.2 µm.
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(a) Backside TPA transients (b) 10 MeV/u Xe transients

Figure 4.3: A comparison of transients at different strike locations on the DUT for both
TPA pulses and 4.5 MeV/u Ta ions.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Device Response to Strikes Near the Contacts

Irradiating the device in broadbeam using the same bias conditions and ion species pro-

duced transients with significantly different shapes (see Figure 4.3b, which is discussed

below). Because the ion beam area is approximately 10 cm in diameter (and thus signifi-

cantly larger than the DUT), it is impossible to know if strikes to a particular location on or

near the device produced these distinctly different transients without resorting to other test

methods. To investigate the dependence of the transient response on strike location, back-

side TPA testing was performed [39]. The laser spot was visually focused on the surface of

the active device and moved across the device in 0.5 µm steps. At each step, twenty tran-

sients were recorded. The approximate location and direction of the TPA measurements

are shown in Figure 4.1. The “start” and “stop” positions were 10 µm from the nearest

diffusion edge.

Recall that an InGaAs photodiode is used in the TPA measurements setup to record the

pulse energy (see Appendix B). For the TPA measurements described here, the InGaAs

photodiode response was averaged for the entire run to find the mean laser pulse energy.
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To mitigate the effect of fluctuating pulse energy on the interpretation of the results, any

transients resulting from laser pulses with energies outside one standard deviation of the

mean pulse energy were not considered in the analysis. For this work, the mean pulse

energy is reported. The laser pulse energy that produced any single device-level transient

shown is within 5% of the reported mean.

Figure 4.3 shows a comparison of 4.5 MeV/u Ta induced transients and TPA-induced

transients. The TPA-induced transients have been used to deduce the strike locations of the

ion-induced transients. Three distinct groupings are apparent in Figure 4.3. One grouping,

labeled “Outside junction” shows transients resulting from strikes that missed the junction,

but still had significant carrier diffusion from the strike location to the depletion region to

produce a measurable transient current response. Correlating the TPA-induced transients

to their strike locations shows that the transients with the greatest peak current are the

result of TPA pulses incident on or very near the contacts (the LC and RC positions shown

in Figure 4.1). Strikes away from the contacts, toward the center of the device, produce

transients with lower peak current values that are significantly wider in time. Various scans

over the same area shown in Figure 4.1 at different laser pulse energies reveal that strikes

near the contacts cause the greatest peak current, regardless of the incident laser pulse

energy. This change in device response to strikes near the contacts can be used to infer the

location of the broadbeam ion strikes.

For the transients shown in Figure 4.3, the strikes near the center resulted in the greatest

total collected charge. For the 4.5 MeV/u Ta, the center strike resulted in 7.8 pC of total

collected charge while the strike near the contacts resulted in 6.5 pC of total charge collec-

tion. Because the contacts are located near the edge of the n-well diffusion, strikes there

could result in a significant amount of the total generated carrier density diffusing away

from the junction after the strike. For strikes to the center, the junction is situated above

the generated carrier density, therefore charge generated beneath the junction by the ion

strike has an increased likelihood of being collected as it diffuses outward from the strike
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4.4: The simulated device used for determining the significance of the n-well contact
for determining the device response and the simulated ion strike direction and location.
(a) shows the simulated device and its dimensions and doping types. (b) is an expanded
view of the region contained in the black square shown in (a) that denotes the applied
bias voltages and strike location. (c) is a cutplane through the device showing the location
and direction of the simulated ion strike as well as a cutline indicating the location of the
potential cutlines shown in Figure 4.5.

location.

The transients with higher peak currents near the contacts can be explained in terms of

well potential modulation (WPM) phenomenon [58, 61–63]. Ion strikes in an n-well can

significantly modulate the n-well potential. It has been shown that increasing the n-well

contact area and density can mitigate this effect by providing a shorter, lower-resistance
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Figure 4.5: Electrostatic potential along a cutline through the entire width of the n-well at
three time points following a simulated ion strike. The ion strike is located at approximately
-27 µm along the horizontal axis. The simulated devices used in (a) and (b) are dentical,
except that (a) simulates the contacts as they are found in the real device, while the left-most
topside contacts have been removed in (b).

path for generated carriers to leave the well (thus limiting their ability to significantly mod-

ulate the n-well potential) [58, 64, 65]. For the diode described here, the n-well contacts

are only near the left and right (when referring to Figure 4.1) sides of the n-well. For strikes

near the n-well contacts, their presence serves to hold the potential very near the bias volt-

age, limiting WPM effects. It also provides an efficient path for excess electrons to leave

the well. Both of these effects result in a transient with a shorter duration and a higher peak

for strikes near the n-well contacts.

The significance of striking near the contacts for the current transient response was

investigated through device-level simulations using the Synopsys Sentaurus TCAD tools

[66]. Because these simulations required the ion strike to pass through the contacts, rather

than the center of the device, full three-dimensional simulations were used. The simulated

device is shown in Figure 4.4a. Figure 4.4b is an expanded view of the region inside

the black rectangular box shown in Figure 4.4a. The simulated device was designed to

represent the device shown in Figure 4.1. The contacts are 1 µm wide, 1.6 µm apart, and

run the entire length of the n-well diffusion.
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The ion used for these simulations was 4.5 MeV/u Ta. TRIM was used to determine

the charge density of the ion track along a linear coordinate in the direction of the ion

strike (i.e, the LET as a function depth in the silicon) [67]. This information was used to

define the heavy-ion induced carrier generation in the simulator. This allows for a better

approximation to the heavy-ion induced charge generation than assuming a constant LET

along the entire track length would. The simulated ion strike was assigned a Gaussian

radial profile with a characteristic diameter of 100 nm. The ion strike was normal to the

top surface of the device. Carrier mobility, recombination, and carrier-to-carrier scattering

models were identical to those used in Chapter 3. The ion strike was normal to the device

surface and originated at the location shown in Figures 4.4b and 4.4c. For all simulations,

the device was reverse biased at 1 V.

To determine the influence of the contacts on the device response, different contact

schemes were simulated. In each scheme, only the left-most contacts were altered (i.e., the

contacts shown in the black rectangle of Figures 4.4a). The right-most contacts on the top

surface, and the backside p-substrate contact were identical for all simulations.

The influence of the contacts is most readily observed in plots of the electrostatic po-

tential in the n-well. To demonstrate this, Figure 4.5 shows the potential along a cutline

that runs parallel to the top of the device and passes through the center of the n-well and ion

track (see Figure 4.4c). In the figure, identical strike and bias conditions are shown for two

different contact schemes. For the simulation results shown in Figure 4.5a, the contacting

scheme was identical to that shown in Figure 4.4a. In other words, the topside n-well and

p-well contacts are present as they can be found in the real device. In Figure 4.5b, the left-

most topside contacts have been removed from the simulated device. Otherwise, the two

simulated devices are identical. For both sets of simulations, the ion strike is positioned at

-27 µm, the center of the device is at 0 µm, the right-most contacts are at 27 µm, and the

left-most contacts (if present) are located at approximately -27 µm.

Figure 4.5a shows the potential at various times during the strike when both of the left-
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most contacts are present. The presence of the n-well contact serves to hold the potential

very near the bias voltage (which is shown here as the applied bias plus the built-in junction

voltage) at the strike location throughout the duration of the strike. The n-well contact also

provides a nearby sink for excess carriers in the n-well. Figure 4.5b shows the potential

along an identical cutline as Figure 4.5a, only with the p-well and n-well contacts on the

top left side of the device removed. Without the presence of the n-well contact, the po-

tential in the well rapidly collapses. Without the n-well contact to provide a hard tie to

the bias voltage, a potential gradient forms between the generated carrier density and the

n-well contact on the other side of the well. This potential drop sets up a field that serves

to accelerate electrons toward the n-well contact. In the context of the results shown in

Figure 4.3, strikes to the center of the junction would lead to a similar well potential col-

lapse as the one shown in Figure 4.5b due to the strike location being far from either of

the topside n-well contacts. This is consistent with the typical description of WPM effects.

Device-level WPM effects are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 6.

4.3.2 Influence of Ion LET and Applied Bias on Current Transient Shapes

Figure 4.6 shows several current transients that result from ions striking near the center

of the junction. For ions below the LET of Y (approximately 46 MeV-cm2/mg), significant

increases in peak current and transient duration occur as the LET is increased. However,

once the ion LET reaches a threshold value (shown here to be the approximate LET of

4.5 MeV/u Y), the peak current value no longer increases significantly with increasing ion

LET. Instead, an increase in ion LET primarily increases the transient duration. This is

most obvious when comparing Y and Ta transients in Figure 4.6.

Earlier theoretical work regarding total collected charge predicts that, as carrier gener-

ation increases, the total collected charge increases without being limited by a saturation

value (when device bias conditions and the spatial distribution of carrier generation are held

constant) [18, 19]. This implies that once the threshold LET for peak current saturation is
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Figure 4.6: The current transients exhibiting the greatest collected charge for each incident
ion. TPA measurements were used to verify that these transients occur as a result of ion
strikes near the center of the diode.

reached, additional charge collection must contribute to the transient duration, rather than

increasing both the peak current and the duration.

Despite Ta having an LET of almost double that of Y, their peak current values are very

similar. This suggests that the underlying mechanisms of charge collection are dictated, in

part, by the magnitude of the carrier density generated by the incident ion. This has been

referred to as the “distortion” of current transient shapes as a function of increasing charge

generation. It has been discussed in the literature recently in terms of analytical modeling

to predict transient shapes [59] and in regards to single photon absorption laser testing on

a large area photodiode [68].

In [59], device-level simulations were used to show that ions having LET values larger

than approximately 10 MeV-cm2/mg in silicon could lead to significant modulation of the

depletion region potential of the struck junction, depending on device doping and geometry.

This resulted in a transient that was difficult to model accurately using the model described

in [59].

A conclusion from [68] was that given a laser-induced carrier density of sufficient mag-
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nitude, the depletion region potential could be modulated in such a way as to deform tran-

sient shapes. The device tested in [68] had a depletion layer thickness of 19 µm (as com-

pared to a thickness of approximately 1 µm for the device used in this work) and significant

transient distortion was only shown for above bandgap laser pulses. The transients shown

here suggest that a similar effect can be observed for heavy ions in a mass-produced foundry

technology.

According to [18, 26], when carrier generation near the depletion region is sufficiently

intense, a low-field region (called the ambipolar region in [18, 26]) is produced above a

strong-field region (called the high-resistance region in [18, 26]). The voltage in the high-

resistance region subtracts from the voltage across the depletion region. This modulation of

the depletion region potential was quantified theoretically in [18] for a steady-state carrier

generation condition. The regional partitioning of a device substrate in response to a carrier

generation event is discussed in detail in Chapter 3.

A similar saturation of the peak transient current was not observed for ion strikes near

the top-side contacts. As was discussed earlier, striking near the contacts provides an effi-

cient, lower resistance path for carriers to exit the system. Also, because contact strikes are

near the edge of the n-well diffusion, it is likely that a significant amount of the generated

charge does not contribute to modulating the potential due to diffusing away from the strike

location (and thus away from the junction entirely).

The total collected charge for each of the current transients in Figure 4.6 is shown in

Table 4.1. The total generated charge for each ion was calculated using the TRIM compo-

nent of the SRIM tool [67]. For each of the ions shown, the total collected charge increases

correspondingly with increasing charge generation. However for Y, Ag, and Ta, the charge

collection efficiency is approximately 40%. The remainder of this work will focus on the

current transient response, as the effect of high-level carrier generation events on the total

collected charge was discussed in Chapter 3 and its accompanying references.

Figure 4.7 shows TPA-induced current transients due to strikes near the center of the
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Table 4.1: Total generated charge (Qgen), collected charge (Qcoll), and the charge collec-
tion efficiency (Qcoll

Qgen
) for the transients shown in Figure 4.6. The generated charge was

calculated using TRIM.

Ion Qgen (pC) Qcoll (pC) Qcoll
Qgen

Ne 3.9 0.7 0.2
Ar 7.0 2.1 0.3
Y 15.2 6.0 0.4

Ag 18.5 6.5 0.4
Ta 28.0 10.1 0.4

diode for two different laser pulse energies and reverse-bias conditions. For the 85 pJ en-

ergy pulses, both the 1 V and 5 V bias conditions produce similar transients. This suggests

that the TPA-induced carrier density at this energy is not sufficient to significantly modulate

the depletion region potential at either bias condition. Because of this, the resulting current

transients are not significantly distorted, and have nearly identical peak current values.

The 600 pJ pulses, on the other hand, have distinctly different transients at both bias

conditions. The 1 V reverse bias leads to a transient with a peak current that is approxi-

mately the same as that measured for the 4.5 MeV/u Ta ion strike. However, irradiation

at the 5 V reverse bias condition produces a transient that has a larger peak current and a

shorter duration than the transient produced with the same incident laser pulse energy for

the 1 V bias condition. This indicates that the applied reverse bias is an important param-

eter for determining the shape and peak value of the resulting current transient when the

generated carrier density is sufficiently intense to lead to significant depletion region po-

tential modulation. This mechanism, and its dependence on the applied bias, is discussed

in more detail in Section 4.3.4.

Device-level simulations were used to investigate the dependence of transient temporal

characteristics on generated charge. For computational efficiency, cylindrical, quasi-3D

simulations were used. Similar to the tested device used for the experiments described

in Chapter 3, this device can be well approximated by a comparable cylindrical structure,

making cylindrical simulations an appropriate and computationally economical approach
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Figure 4.7: TPA-induced current transients for two different laser pulse energies and bias
conditions. Significant depletion region potential modulation gives rise to distinctly differ-
ent transient shapes for the higher pulse energy.

for simulation ion strikes along the centerline of the device.

A portion of the simulated device is shown in Figure 4.8. The bounding dimensions of

the simulated device are much larger (approximately 150 µm by 100 µm). The n-well and

p-well dopings and the size and spacing of the contacts are identical to those found in the

tested device, except for the geometric approximations inherent to cylindrical simulations.

The n-well region is shown in orange, the p-well region is shown in dark blue, and the

contacts are shown in pink. The magnitude and location of the doping profiles are identical

to those determined through the spreading resistance measurements described earlier. The

contacts are 1 µm wide and 1.6 µm apart.

The ions used for these simulations were 4.5 MeV/u Ta and 4.5 MeV/u Ne. The simu-

lated charge density for each ion was produced using TRIM, as was described earlier. Each

simulated ion strike was normal to the top surface of the device and centered on the cylin-

drical axis of revolution (which corresponds to the center of the n-well diffusion). For all

simulations, the device was reverse biased at 1 V.
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Figure 4.8: An approximately 15 µm by 30 µm section of the simulated device made to
resemble the device shown in Figure 4.1. The orange and blue regions are the N-well and P-
well, respectively. The pink lines represent the N-well and P-well contacts. The simulated
ion strike orientation and direction are shown.

Simulation results are shown in Figure 4.9. Figure 4.9e shows the current transients

produced in response to simulated 4.5 MeV/u Ta and Ne ions. These transients are in good

agreement with similar transients observed experimentally (see Figure 4.6). The remaining

plots shown in Figure 4.9 are band diagrams taken along a vertical cutline through the

center of the incident ion track at various times during the charge-collection process. To

emphasize the impact of depletion region potential modulation on the device response, the

band diagrams show only the region near the device junction.

For the Ne ion simulation near 100 ps, the charge collection is assisted by a significant

electric field (this can be recognized by the slope of the band diagram in Figure 4.9b).

This is consistent with what has been historically described as “funneling”, where charge-

collection is assisted by a substantial electric field that is due to potential being dropped

along the ion track [6, 50]. At approximately 500 ps, there is a strong inflection in the

bands near 0.5 µm, indicating that the depletion region is well into recovery. For later

times (5 ns), the depletion region has fully recovered from the Ne strike and any remaining

charge will either be collected through diffusion from the substrate, or removed through

recombination processes.
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For the Ta ion shown in Figures 4.9f-h, the potential drop in the depletion region dis-

appears for a significant portion of the transient duration. Examination of Figures 4.9f-g

shows that the only noticeable change near the vicinity of the pre-strike depletion region

location between 100 ps and 500 ps is a reduction of the magnitude of the generated carrier

density as charge is collected. Very little potential can be dropped along the Ta ion track,

as it is highly conductive. Because of this, the potential previously supported by the deple-

tion region is dropped almost entirely beneath the ion track, in the substrate of the device.

This is true for the simulation results shown in Figure 4.9f-h; however, the potential drop

below the track cannot be seen due to the limited range of the horizontal axes (which have

been chosen to emphasize the ion strike’s effect on the depletion region). The origin and

significance of the potential dropped beneath the generated carrier density are discussed in

more detail in Chapter 3.

4.3.3 Transient Time Regimes and Current Saturation

Examination of Figure 4.9 is consistent with previous work [48] which asserted that

the charge-collection process can be divided into transient time regimes that can be de-

scribed by the conditions inside the device; especially the state of the depletion region

(fully collapsed versus partially recovered, for example). Potential modulation of the de-

pletion region occurs in each time regime, but these time regimes are distinguished by the

dominant physical mechanisms responsible for this potential modulation. The three time

regimes, called depletion region collapse, fast partial recovery, and slow recovery, are dis-

cussed individually below.

4.3.3.1 Depletion Region Collapse

If a depletion region is directly hit by an ionizing particle, carriers will be generated

within the depletion region. The ion track is initially neutral because positive and negative

carriers are produced together, so the electric field in the depletion region immediately

following the carrier generation is the (typically) very strong field that was present prior to
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the ion strike. Carriers then move in response to this strong field. The “depletion region

collapse” time regime refers to this charge rearrangement.

The carrier motion during this time regime produces a charge separation that modifies

the electric field in the depletion region and also changes the location of the boundary

that separates the depletion region from the quasi-neutral region (QNR). As discussed in

Chapter 3, quasi-neutrality is defined as a charge imbalance that is less than the majority

carrier doping density, but not so small that it does not affect the electric field outside

the depletion region [17, 25]. The result is that the depletion region width and depletion

region voltage, shortly after the charge rearrangement begins, are both significantly reduced

compared to conditions prior to the ion strike.

The collapse time regime ends at the time that the depletion region width and voltage

reach minimum values. The primary significance of the depletion region collapse time

regime is to establish the initial conditions that start the next time regime (fast partial re-

covery). Typically, a direct hit by an ionizing particle to a depletion region in a low- to

moderate-voltage microelectronic device produces a nearly complete collapse (which can

be recognized by the lack of a potential drop near the metallurgical junction, see Fig-

ure 4.9). In other words, the next time regime begins with the depletion region width and

voltage being almost zero.

4.3.3.2 Fast Partial Recovery

Depletion region recovery is a transient process that depends on initial conditions. For

later times in the recovery process (discussed below), the depletion region has a nearly

quasi-static response to conditions in the QNR and can typically be treated as an ideal

reverse-biased depletion region. However, between the initial conditions and this quasi-

static response, there is a transitional period in which the depletion region is significantly

influenced by the initial carrier generation within it. Specifically, during this time the volt-

age and width of the depletion region increase much faster than during the remainder of
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the recovery process. This transitional period was called a fast partial recovery in [48] and

we continue with that terminology here. This is the first part of the two-part recovery time

regime (the second part, called the slow recovery, is discussed below).

The amount of charge collected during the fast partial recovery is not completely neg-

ligible compared to the total charge that will eventually be collected, but is typically small

enough so that the fast partial recovery is not the most important time regime if the quan-

tity of interest is total collected charge. However, this is the most important time regime if

the quantity of interest is peak current as measured experimentally by equipment unable to

resolve the depletion region collapse time regime. Keep in mind that the depletion region

collapse time regime is very short, therefore current during that time cannot be resolved by

measurement systems without sub-picosecond capabilities. This means that for this work,

and for most practical measurements of the transient current, the peak transient current

that is able to be realized experimentally will be the peak current measured during the fast

partial recovery regime.

4.3.3.3 Slow Recovery

As previously stated, following the fast partial recovery regime the depletion region has

a nearly quasi-static response to conditions inside the QNR. This behavior defines the slow

recovery regime. Most charge collection occurs during this time regime, making it the most

important regime if the quantity of interest is total collected charge.

Provided that there is adequate voltage applied at the device terminals to reverse bias

the depletion region, it can be roughly approximated as an ideal reverse-biased depletion

region during this time regime. An ideal reverse-biased depletion region is defined by the

property that the depletion region boundary blocks the majority-carrier current while also

being a perfect sink for excess minority carriers. Given the ideal case, the two boundary

conditions at the depletion region boundary (together with a complete set of boundary

conditions at all other boundaries surrounding the QNR) uniquely determine the solution
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to the drift-diffusion equations within the QNR. This solution includes the voltage across

the QNR. This voltage is subtracted from the voltage at the device terminals to produce

the applied (total minus built-in) voltage across the depletion region. Hence, the depletion

region voltage is controlled by conditions in the QNR. This is quite different from earlier

time regimes in terms of cause and effect. During earlier times, the collapsed depletion

region is the cause while a QNR voltage is the effect. During the slow recovery, the QNR

voltage (which, in turn, is caused by currents within the QNR [18]) is the cause, while a

reduced depletion region voltage is the effect.

4.3.4 Estimating Current Saturation

It was stated earlier that the peak current (when experimentally defined by instrumen-

tation not having picosecond resolution) will occur during the fast partial recovery regime.

The conditions present during the fast partial recovery provide inputs that are usable by the

“modified Ohm’s law” model derived in [48], which can be used to predict peak saturation

current values. This equation is the same as V = IR except that V is a modified (to include

diffusion in addition to drift) potential as defined in [48]. This equation is used with the

following assumptions:

• Geometry: The depletion region boundary is regarded as a flat circular disk with

a radius on the order of 25 µm above a p-type substrate having depth and lateral

dimensions that are effectively infinite. The lower electrode is treated as an infinite

hemisphere below the depletion region boundary.

• Resistance: It is assumed that the presence of an ion track (in the geometry consid-

ered here) does not significantly affect the spreading resistance between the depletion

region boundary and lower electrode even in the limit as the ion-induced carrier den-

sity increases. Increasing the carrier density makes the track more like a conductive

wire, but the track still does not surpass (in terms of electrical conductance) the ideal

case of a narrow wire partially immersed in a conductive medium surrounding it.
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Therefore, even when taking mathematical limits, we still use the approximation ob-

tained from using equilibrium carrier densities to calculate electrical resistance.

• The Limiting Case: The limiting case is a completely collapsed depletion region.

This means two things. First, because of the ion strike, all voltage (applied plus

built-in) across the depletion region before the ion strike is now across the QNR

[18, 19, 26]. The applied voltage is the power supply voltage. The built-in volt-

age for the doping profiles in this device is approximately 0.76 V. The power supply

has a reverse-biasing polarity, so the total voltage across the QNR (which is the

p-substrate) in the limiting case is the power supply voltage plus the built-in volt-

age. The other property of the limiting case is that the carrier density at the deple-

tion region boundary is the doping density in the heavily-doped side of the junction

(5x1017 cm−3).

To estimate the current from the above assumptions, we first calculate the electrical

resistance R between the depletion region boundary and lower electrode. The resistance

between a circular disk and the infinite lower hemisphere is given by R = 1/(4σrD), where

rD is the disk radius (25 µm in this application) and σ is the conductivity of the medium (the

p-substrate in this application). The doping density is 2x1015 cm−3 and the hole mobility

used to calculate σ is 460 cm2/V-s. Using these numbers gives R = 680 Ω.

The next step calculates the “modified voltage” across the QNR. The actual voltage,

in the limiting case, was stated above to be the applied voltage plus the built-in (1.76 V

for a 1 V applied bias, for example). The modified voltage includes the carrier density at

the depletion region boundary, which was stated above to be 5x1017 cm−3 for the limiting

case. These inputs are used to calculate the modified voltage according to [48, Eq. (15)].

These calculations require an electron mobility in addition to the hole mobility stated above.

The mobility of electrons in the p-substrate used for these calculations is 1400 cm2/V-s

[25]. Using these numbers, the modified voltage across the QNR in the limiting case for a
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1 V bias is 1.67 V. Using this voltage with the resistance stated above, the current for the

limiting case is estimated to be 2.46 mA for a 1 V applied bias.

It is not surprising that the measured peak currents for the three highest LET ions shown

in Figure 4.6 are less than the predicted theoretical upper limit. The limiting case applies

when the entire depletion region is completely collapsed. A real case will produce a nearly

complete collapse over a portion of the depletion region near the ion strike, but this portion

will not extend to the full 25 µm radius. However, the predicted saturation current is

within a factor of two of the measured values, which is good considering the simplifying

assumptions made when calculating the values.

The modified Ohm’s law also explains the increase in the peak current as the bias is

increased under high-level carrier generation conditions (see the 600 pJ examples in Fig-

ure 4.7). Increasing the applied voltage increases the modified voltage across the QNR.

This allows for a larger current during the fast partial recovery transient time regime, which

serves to increase the peak current of the resulting transient as the bias is increased for the

same laser pulse energy. Because of this, increasing the applied bias serves to increase the

threshold pulse energy (or ion LET) for the onset of transient current saturation. This is a

theoretical explanation of the apparent saturation in peak current seen in Figure 4.6, and the

increase in peak current for the 600 pJ laser pulse energy at the 5 V reverse bias condition

compared to the same laser pulse energy at 1 V shown in Figure 4.7.

4.4 Implications for Scaled Technologies

The results discussed in this chapter apply directly to a large-area, bulk silicon diode.

However, it is beneficial to consider the insights that these results provide for the very

small junctions found in modern, highly scaled devices. Chapter 5 will discuss transient

characteristics for junctions smaller than the large-area one described here, however the

experimental devices described in Chapter 5, due to testing limitations, are still larger than

the junctions typically found in a modern, highly-scaled technology. The goal of this sec-
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tion is to qualitatively describe the concepts and results found in previous sections and how

they could apply to a highly-scaled modern technology.

As indicated in Section 4.3.4 (and shown experimentally in Figure 4.7), the applied

bias is a critical parameter for determining the transient response from high-level carrier

generation. A lower applied bias will cause the peak transient current to saturate at a

lower ion LET. As technologies have scaled down in size, supply voltages have also been

reduced. This suggests that highly-scaled technologies could be more susceptible to the

peak transient current saturation behavior described above. This could be a concern for

devices and circuits that are adversely affected by increasing the transient duration, as the

transient duration increases with increasing charge generation beyond the onset of peak

transient current saturation.

In addition to the applied bias, the junction size must also be considered when calcu-

lating saturation current values using the modified Ohm’s law discussed above. Assuming

the diode used in this work were otherwise identical to one having a much smaller area,

decreasing the junction size would increase the overall resistance between the depletion

region boundary and the lower electrode. Much like decreasing the applied bias, increas-

ing this resistance serves to decrease the peak saturation current, which corresponds to a

decrease in the threshold ion LET required for the onset of peak current saturation. This is

because a completely collapsed depletion region is produced by a smaller generated carrier

density in smaller devices.

The role of device doping is also important to consider as doping and junction size af-

fect the overall resistance in the same direction (increasing both values decreases the overall

resistance). However, as devices have scaled down in size, junction sizes have decreased

while device dopings have tended to increase, indicating the importance of the interplay

of these two parameters for determining overall resistance between the depletion region

boundary and the lower electrode for a device structure similar to the one considered here.

The experimental devices used in this work were fabricated on a bulk silicon substrate
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lacking any buried layers or other features that could be found in the substrate of a highly

scaled technology. In terms of analytical modeling and developing an understanding of the

fundamental physics involved with the transient response during high-level carrier genera-

tion conditions, a simpler substrate is more desirable. The addition of a buried doping layer

can affect the charge collection process. This could make the development and application

of analytical models more difficult and cloud understanding of the fundamental physical

processes of charge collection that define the transient response. The conclusions of this

work do not necessarily exclude modern processes featuring more complex substrates. In

the case of a high-level carrier generation condition near the depletion region, the potential

will be strongly modulated. This will affect the transient response, regardless of the nature

of the substrate.

4.5 Chapter Summary

The experimental results discussed in this chapter show that as ion LET increases, the

peak transient current saturates, while the transient duration continues to increase. This

effect is attributed to significant depletion region potential modulation by the ion-induced

carrier density. Device-level simulations show that low LET ions lead to a field-assisted

charge collection response whereby a significant field exists along the ion strike track.

This is in line with historical discussions of charge collection. High-LET ion strikes, on

the other hand, produce highly conductive tracks of charge, which are unable to sustain a

significant potential drop. This can result in the majority of the depletion region potential

being dropped beneath the ion track. This potential modulation has a profound impact on

the temporal characteristics of the charge-collection process, which can be seen not only

in the transient shape, but also in an investigation of band diagrams taken along the strike

path at various times during charge collection. The analytical model described in [48] can

be used to explain the saturating current behavior as well as provide estimates of the peak

transient current during saturation. Specifically, the peak transient current is limited by
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the applied voltage. Whether or not this transient saturation will be realized during actual

device operation depends on the strength of the ionization source, device parameters (such

as doping and junction size), and the applied bias.
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CHAPTER 5

The Transient Response of Small Junctions During Broadbeam Heavy-ion

Irradiation

5.1 Introduction

The previous chapter discussed the transient response of a large area, reverse-biased

n-well over p-substrate diode. The key conclusions of that chapter were that, for the tested

device, as the incident ion LET increased, the peak transient current saturated, while the

transient duration continued to increase. This was described in terms of significant de-

pletion region potential modulation caused by the large density of carriers created by the

passage of the incident ion through the device. The goal of this chapter is to describe sim-

ilar measurements made on a smaller, but similarly designed, device. The results of these

measurements are compared to similar measurements made on the larger device as well.

Successfully analyzing transients produced by broadbeam heavy-ion irradiation is dif-

ficult for small junctions. This is due to several experimental factors. For one, the small

size of the junction means the part is exposed to a much smaller portion of the total beam

fluence than a larger device would be. This can make collecting a large number of events

(which is valuable for making statistical arguments) difficult due to beam-time limitations.

Another issue is one of the junction size itself. As the junction size decreases, a significant

portion of the recorded transients can be due to ion strikes that actually missed the junction

and the device depletion region, but still had a significant amount of carriers diffuse to the

junction and produce a measurable transient response. Because the majority of charge-

collection physics discussions for single junctions deal with direct strikes to the junction, it

is necessary to develop a means of identifying these “miss” transients so as not to include

them in the analysis of the response of the junction to a direct ion strike. A portion of this

chapter will describe the analytical methods used to accomplish this task.
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A key concept in the sections that follow concerns the “miss distance”. The miss dis-

tance is the distance outside the junction and depletion region edge that an ion strike is

capable of producing a transient response that can be detected by the measurement setup.

The depletion region edge is included in the definition of a hit transient due to the role that

the depletion region plays in determining the transient response (see Chapter 4). For the

devices tested in this work, the depletion region extends beyond the edge of the junction

when viewed from the top (see Figure 5.7, which is discussed later), and a strike to regions

outside the junction boundary, but still within the depletion region, are considered hits for

the sake of the sections that follow. Simulation results discussed later will show that it

is difficult to distinguish a hit directly to the junction from a hit outside the junction, but

still within the depletion region because the peak current response in each case is similar.

Therefore, in the discussion that follows, a “hit” is deemed to be an incident ion that passes

through the junction or the depletion region (or both), and a “miss” is deemed to be an

incident ion that does not pass through either the junction or the depletion region. In both

cases, the ion is assumed to be normally incident on the top surface of the device. The con-

cepts discussed below are not limited to the case of a normally incident ion, but considering

normally-incident ions makes the discussion easier to follow and is in line with the results

discussed in previous chapters.

The smallest device used in the work discussed in this chapter is still significantly larger

than many of today’s modern, highly-scaled technologies. It also lacks some features that

might be found in a more modern process such as buried oxides or complex well/substrate

dopings. However, the goal of studying the transient response of such a device is to com-

pare how the response differs from that of a much larger device. This provides some insight

into how the device response could continue to scale as feature sizes approach those of the

highly scaled technologies in use today.

After analyzing the collected transients and removing miss transients from the dataset,

the results show that the presence of the n-well contacts can have a significant effect on the
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device response. For the case of the smallest tested device, the n-well contacts comprise

a majority of the overall device area, meaning their presence dominates the device tran-

sient response. The effect on the transient response of the smallest device is such that the

peak transient current is similar to that of the large device, despite the model presented in

Chapter 4 suggesting that the peak current should be lower than that seen in the similarly

fabricated large device. However, such findings are consistent with results reported for the

single-event transient response of inverter circuits [62, 69] and results dealing with the sig-

nificance of well potential modulation (WPM) in devices and circuits [58, 64, 70] when the

n-well contacts are considered.

Section 5.2 describes the experimental setup and measurements. The analytical meth-

ods used to separate direct junction hit transients from transients due to ion strikes that

missed the junction and depletion region are described in Section 5.3. The experimental

results are discussed in Section 5.4.

5.2 Experimental Details

All transient capture measurements were performed using two similarly fabricated diodes

that were different sizes. Recolored GDSII file images of both devices are shown in Fig-

ure 5.1. Each diode is an independently contacted n-well diffusion over a p-substrate. Both

diodes are square and the area of the device shown in Figure 5.1a is approximately 5.0 µm2,

while the area of the device shown in Figure 5.1b is approximately 3025 µm2. Because of

this, the diode shown in Figure 5.1a will be referred to as the “small device” and the device

shown in Figure 5.1b will be referred to as the “large device” from here on.

All n-well diffusions are individually accessible through bond pads on the die, while

the p-substrate is accessible through a separate bond pad. The dark red regions are n-wells,

dark blue regions are n-well contacts, bright blue regions are p-well contacts, and gray

regions are metal interconnects that do not contact the silicon. The device is packaged such

that the bottom of the backside substrate serves as a substrate contact to the package, which
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(a) Small Device

(b) Large Device

Figure 5.1: To-scale, recolored GDSII file images showing the layout and geometry of
the tested devices as viewed from the top surface. The device shown in (b) is the same
device that was used in the experiments described in Chapter 4. The device shown in (a)
is similarly fabricated, only much smaller. The devices are on the same die. Each has an
individually accessible n-well contact. The p-well contacts of each device are tied together.
In the images, red regions denote n-well doping, white regions denote p-well doping, dark
blue regions are n-well contacts, light blue regions are p-well contacts, and gray regions
are metal interconnects that do not contact the silicon.
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is grounded during all measurements.

Each n-well diffusion is contacted by strip contacts along the left and right (as pictured)

sides. This was done to allow for a minimum of metal in the device overlayers. Metal in

device overlayers can block incident photons during laser testing, confuse the interpretation

of data due to reflections from metal lines during back side TPA testing [71], and nuclear

reactions between incident ionizing particles and metal in device overlayers can lead to

highly ionizing nuclear reaction products [38]. The first two of these issues could be a

problem for laser SEE testing of these devices, while the third issue is one that can be

avoided by minimizing metal in the device overlayers. Therefore, metal in the diodes’

overlayers was kept to a minimum by only placing contacts to the left and right outside

edges of the diodes. The TowerJazz process development kit (PDK) also allows the user

to specify metal-blocking regions. These metal-blocking layers were used over the active

areas of each diode (except for the areas where contacts were placed) to eliminate the

presence of dummy metal fill directly over the active areas of the diode. The doping profiles

of these devices are identical to the device described in Chapter 4.

Devices were packaged as shown in Figure 3.3. The measurement setup was otherwise

identical to what was described in Chapter 4.

Heavy ion irradiations were performed at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories’

88-inch Cyclotron Facility. Limitations at the facility during the test resulted in the use of

a few ion species from the 10 MeV/u cocktail only. On the whole, these ions produce a

lower incident LET value in Si than the ions from the 4.5 MeV/u cocktail used in the work

described in Chapter 4, but they are still sufficiently ionizing to provide some insight into

charge-collection mechanisms and facilitate comparisons between the two devices. The

specifics of the ions used are shown in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Incident ion LET and range in Si for the 10 MeV/u ions used for the mea-
surements discussed in this chapter. Produced using the TRIM component of the SRIM
software tools.

Ion LET (MeV-cm2/mg) Range (µm)
Ar 9.7 112.0
Cu 21.2 92.9
Kr 30.2 87.7
Xe 58.8 78.3

5.3 Analytical Methods

5.3.1 The Support Vector Machine

Figure 5.2 shows a series of box and whisker plots of the peak transient current of the

small device for each tested ion species. The specifics of how the box and whisker plots

were constructed are discussed in Section 5.4.2. The goal of this section is to describe how

the data shown in Figure 5.2a can be analyzed to produce the data shown in Figure 5.2b.

How these results pertain to charge collection in this device is discussed in Section 5.4.2.

It is not easy (or even possible) to extract any relevant information concerning the effect

of increasing ion LET on the peak current response in Figure 5.2a. This is because tran-

sients that miss the device junction and depletion region can still produce a carrier density

significant enough to diffuse away from the strike location towards the device junction and

produce a measurable transient response at the device terminals. In terms of the box and

whisker plots shown in Figure 5.2, considering all recorded events leads to distributions

that show no noticeable trend with increasing ion LET. For most discussions of charge

collection physics, miss transients, while relevant, can cloud the interpretation of charge

collection mechanisms when the phenomenon of interest is a direct hit to the areas of the

device that can lead to significant depletion region potential modulation (see Chapter 4).

For this reason, it is important to develop a method of separating transients due to

hits from those due to misses. One particular approach that is in line with the traditional

methods used in the radiation effects community would be to use a TCAD tool to simulate
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(a) Hits and Misses (b) Only Hits

Figure 5.2: A series of box and whisker plots of the peak current of recorded transients for
the small device for each tested ion species. (a) shows both direct hits to the junction and
misses which still triggered the measurement setup. (b) shows the same data, only with the
misses removed from the data set using the methods described in this section. Once misses
are removed from the data set, a noticeable trend with increasing LET can be seen.

ion strikes directly to and near the device junction. Doing this would allow us to determine

the typical peak transient currents due to strikes near the junction versus those due to strikes

directly to the junction. While this is one option, the threshold for what constitutes a miss

transient and what constitutes a hit transient would have to be determined for each incident

ion species and each tested device. Comprehensive simulations would be required for

each device/ion species combination. This could rapidly become an intractable solution if

more than a few ion species and devices were used. Also, it would require a high level

of confidence that the TCAD models and simulations were capable of producing results

that were accurate when compared to experimental data. In other words, such an approach

could require a tedious amount of device response calibration in addition to a large number

of individual simulations. A better approach would be to develop an analytical method for

quickly determining which transients were the result of hits and which were the result of

misses, and then using a much smaller number of device-level simulations to confirm that

the method was performing as intended. Support Vector Machines (SVMs) can provide
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one such approach.

An SVM is a machine learning technique used to divide datasets into distinct groups

[72]. While not typically found in the radiation effects literature, SVMs are powerful, and

commonly used, tools in the world of machine learning and pattern recognition [73, 74].

SVMs have been used for facial recognition in images, automated handwriting analysis,

modeling financial markets, and various other applications [75]. Given the proper inputs,

they can be very powerful tools for accurately identifying to which group a particular mea-

surement belongs, especially in the case of two-group problems (such as separating hit

transients from miss transients, for instance). SVMs are also particularly valuable in that

they do not require an assumption of the underlying statistical distribution of the dataset to

be analyzed [72].

The purpose of this section is not to provide a detailed theoretical background for

SVMs, but to describe how the use of an SVM applies to this particular dataset. There

are numerous works that deal with the theoretical development of SVMs and their applica-

tion [72, 73, 75, 76]. References [75], [76], and [73] are particularly good introductions to

the topic.

SVMs operate on training data and test data. The training dataset is commonly a well

understood subset of the test data. The goal is to develop a model using well-classified

training data to predict the group that any particular observation in the test data belongs to.

In practice, one can select a subset of the test data that is well understood to serve as the

training data. Once the SVM is trained, it can then be applied to all of the test data.

Figure 5.3 is a graphical illustration of implementing an SVM on an arbitrary dataset.

In the left figure, the training data are shown as filled symbols. The training data are

comprised of two groups, each denoted by either a circle or a triangle. The goal of training

the SVM (in graphical terms) is to find a boundary between the two groups that has the

largest margin on either side. Finding the largest margin between the two groups represents

the best boundary for classification [72]. The name support vector machine comes from the
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Figure 5.3: An illustrative example of applying SVM techniques to an arbitrary dataset.
Filled symbols represent training data (with two groups denoted by triangles and circles),
while open symbols represent test data. In the left figure, training data are used to train
the SVM, which has been applied to new test data in the right figure. The dashed line
represents the SVM-predicted boundary between the two groups and the solid lines are the
largest margins. After [76].

data points that are the closest to (but not inside) the solid lines in the figure on the left.

These points are referred to as “support vectors” in the machine learning literature.

In the figure on the right, the optimal boundary that was found using the training data

plotted in the left figure is applied to new test data. It is important to note that to which

group any particular observation in the test data belongs is unknown a priori (hence the

need for the SVM). It is not until the trained SVM from the left figure is applied to the test

data that it can be successfully divided into groups (circles and triangles) in the right figure.

However, the user must know (or assume with a high level of confidence) to which group

the observations in the training data belong. This is necessary for training the SVM.

The plots in Figure 5.3 show a relatively simple case of a linear function being able to

adequately divide the two groups in the dataset. The functions which are used as a basis

for dividing the two groups are referred to as kernel functions, and many exist beyond

the simple linear function shown here [75]. In practice, it is common to work in higher

dimensions (which requires finding the optimal hyperplane, as opposed to the optimal line),

and with functions that are not linear. However, for the level of understanding required here,

Figure 5.3 provides sufficient insight into the motivations and goals of developing an SVM.
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5.3.2 Applying SVM Techniques to Broadbeam Heavy-ion Data

The case of distinguishing between a hit transient and a miss transient for the devices

used in this work is essentially the sort of two-group problem that SVMs were designed

for. Each captured transient has at least two properties that can be used for classification;

the peak current and the total collected charge determined by numerically integrating the

transient. Therefore, the peak current and collected charge become the two features by

which an SVM can be trained.

During each measurement, it was possible to capture anywhere from a few hundred

to a few thousand individual transients. The one key assumption that must be made for

selecting training data is to determine two subsets of the collected transients that we can

say, with a high level of confidence, resulted either from an ion missing the junction and

depletion region or an ion hitting those regions directly. Figure 5.4 shows a histogram of

peak transient current values resulting from 10 MeV/u Ar irradiation on the small device.

The two-peaked nature of the histogram is typical of all of the ion irradiations performed

on the small device (the physical significance of this will be discussed later). It is from

such a histogram that we can create a training dataset for the SVM.

The assumption made here is that the lower bin having the most counts (330 counts

at approximately 0.3 mA in Figure 5.4) corresponds to miss events, while the upper bin

having the most counts (200 counts at approximately 0.9 mA in Figure 5.4) corresponds

to hit events. Physically, this assumption makes sense. Transients resulting from ions that

miss are going to have a lower peak current than transients corresponding to hit events.

This is verified with TCAD simulations in Section 5.4.1. Striking away from the junction

requires that the generated carriers have to diffuse some distance away from the strike

location in order to cross the reverse-biased depletion region and be collected. This results

in a transient with a lower peak current than would be seen if the ion struck the junction

or depletion region directly. Striking the junction directly results in a much more efficient

collection of generated carriers, which leads to a higher peak current in the ion-induced
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Figure 5.4: A histogram of peak transient current values resulting from broadbeam
10 MeV/u Ar irradiation on the small device. The two-peaked nature of this histogram
is typical of all ion irradiations performed on the small device. The two bins having the
most counts were chosen for the training dataset for the SVM.

transient response.

The two bins mentioned in the previous paragraph represent the transients that were

used to train the SVM for this particular measurement. The SVM has no knowledge of

which group (hits or misses) that the transients represented by the other bins belong to.

Determining which two bins to use for training data is a relatively straight-forward pro-

cess algorithmically, and can be implemented using any modern computer programming

language or sufficiently robust data analysis software (or by visual inspection, if such an

approach is feasible). This procedure can be repeated for every broadbeam irradiation to

produce a unique training dataset for each measurement.

SVM training and classification algorithms were implemented in MATLAB through

the statistics toolbox [77]; however, other implementations exist and are freely available

for Python, R, C#, Java, and other modern programming languages [78]. The algorithm, as

implemented for this work, used a Gaussian radial basis function [77] with sequential min-
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Figure 5.5: The same histogram shown in Figure 5.4, except here, the dataset has been
classified into hits and misses using the SVM approach.

imal optimization. Input data were shifted and scaled to have a zero mean unit variance in

accordance with [76]. All other options were the standard default options for the MATLAB

SVM implementation, which are described in [79] and [80].

Figure 5.5 shows the same histogram that was described previously in Figure 5.4; how-

ever, it has now been classified into transients resulting from ion hits or misses. This

classification was performed using the SVM approach described in this section. This re-

sults in two distinct histograms, which have been plotted on the same axes for convenience.

Red bars correspond to miss transients, while blue bars correspond to hit transients. Purple

bars are the result of a red region and blue region overlapping in the same bins. Using

Figure 5.5 as an example, there are approximately twenty events that are classified as hits

in the bin containing transients with peak currents of approximately 0.6 mA, while there

are approximately forty events classified as misses in the same bin.

Figure 5.5 divides into two distinct groupings, as expected. Also, due to the provided

training data, we see that the miss events are associated with lower peak current transients,
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while hit events are associated with higher peak current transients. Keep in mind, however,

that even though peak current is shown in Figure 5.5, events were also classified simul-

taneously by their collected charge values. This means that the collected charge and the

total peak current of each transient were considered when the SVM assigned a particular

transient to the hit or miss group.

5.4 Results and Discussion

5.4.1 A Geometric Verification of the SVM Approach Using TCAD

The ability to divide peak current and collected charge histograms into distinct groups

has obvious utility both in terms of statistically analyzing large datasets (see Figure 5.2b)

and in interpreting charge collection phenomena for the tested devices. However, as dis-

cussed in the previous section, applying an SVM to the dataset requires assuming a subset

of the data were due to either direct hits or misses. This assumption is required to develop

the training dataset. The goal of this section is to compare SVM results to a small set of

device-level TCAD simulations to determine the validity of this assumption.

Using SVM output, it is possible to calculate the miss distance, dm (i.e., the distance

away from the depletion region edge that an ion can strike and still produce a measurable

transient). To do this, a circular approximation to the tested device is used (see Figure 5.6).

A circular approximation simplifies the development of the mathematical argument that

follows, while still being a reasonable approximation to the geometry of the tested device.

In the figure, rh represents the sum of the radius of the junction (determined from GDSII

files) and the radius of the depletion region at the 1 V applied reverse bias (determined

through TCAD simulations). This could be thought of as the “hit area”, while the area

outside the depletion region boundary could be called the “miss area”.

The goal is to develop a simple mathematical expression for dm that can be calculated

using the outputs of the SVM. Once dm has been calculated, it can be verified through

TCAD simulations. Given the labeled dimensions in Figure 5.6, the miss distance can be
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Figure 5.6: An illustrative diagram of a circular approximation to the tested devices as
viewed from the top. Here, rh is the sum of the junction radius and the depletion region
radius at the applied reverse bias, the miss distance (dm) is the difference between rh and rt ,
which is the sum of the two radii. The depletion region boundary (DRB), n-well doping,
and p-well doping are labeled.

expressed as

dm = rt− rh. (5.1)

Assuming that the ratio of hit transients to miss transients is equal to the ratio of the hit

area to the miss area (a reasonable assumption given the randomly distributed nature of

individual ion strikes within the beam area),

πr2
h

π(r2
t − r2

h)
= HMR, (5.2)

where HMR is the ratio of hit transients to miss transients, which can be found by dividing

the total number of hits by the total number of misses as determined by the SVM.

(5.1) and (5.2) can be combined to solve for rt , which yields

rt =

√
r2

h(1+HMR)
HMR

. (5.3)
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Table 5.2: The miss distance for the small device for four incident ion species, as calculated
through the use of (5.1)-(5.3).

Ion Species Miss Distance, dm (µm)
Ar 1.0
Cu 1.4
Kr 1.5
Xe 1.7

All of the quantities in (5.2) can be determined through knowledge of the device layout

(for rh) and use of the SVM to determine the HMR. Once rt is known, calculating the miss

distance is a straightforward application of (5.1).

For the small device, rh is approximately 2 µm. 1.2 µm accounts for half of the junction

width, and 0.8 µm is the depletion region thickness at a 1 V reverse bias as determined

from TCAD simulations (which are described below). This 2 µm distance is taken to be

the radius rh when using the circular junction approximation shown in Figure 5.6. Table 5.2

shows the results of using (5.1)-(5.3) to calculate dm.

Calculating the miss distance is only half of the information needed to verify that the

SVM is properly categorizing hits and misses. TCAD can be used to determine if the

calculated miss distance is accurate. Figure 5.7 shows a representative diagram of the

simulated device structure and strike locations as viewed from the top of the device. The

simulated device’s geometry and doping levels were determined from a combination of

GDSII files and spreading resistance measurements of a similar device fabricated in the

same process. The device was simulated in full 3D, and the entire simulated volume had a

length of 35 µm, width of 40 µm and height of 40 µm.

Individual strike locations are shown with red “x” symbols in the figure. In each simula-

tion, a single strike was simulated that was perpendicular to the device surface and oriented

as shown in the figure. The simulated ion strikes had a 50 nm Gaussian radial profile and

the LET as a function of track length was constant along each track. The simulated ion

species were 10 MeV/u Xe and 10 MeV/u Ar, each having an LET of 58.8 and 9.7 MeV-
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Figure 5.7: A representative diagram of the simulated device as viewed from the top. The
simulations were used to verify that the SVM performs as intended. The simulated device’s
geometry and doping levels were determined from GDSII files and spreading resistance
measurements of a similar device fabricated in the same process. The depletion region
boundary (DRB), n-well doping, p-well doping, contacts, and relative strike locations are
shown. The image is not to scale.

cm2/mg, respectively. The simulated track length was 35 µm for each strike. This length is

significantly shorter than the actual range in silicon for either ion species. This means the

total generated charge, as simulated, is less than what the device would experience during

a real ion strike. However, the goal of these simulations is to determine the peak current

resulting from the ion strike. As was discussed in Chapter 4.3.3, the peak current is de-

termined early on in the device response, meaning it is affected more by the initial charge

generated in and around the depletion region than the total charge generated in the entire

device. Because of this, the ion tracks as defined in these simulations are sufficient for

determining the peak current response. For all simulations a 1 V reverse bias was used.

Figure 5.8 shows the results of a series of TCAD simulations shown schematically in

Figure 5.7 for the small device. Here, the horizontal axis is plotted in terms of distance

from the right-most depletion region edge (when referring to the diagram in Figure 5.7).
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Figure 5.8: The peak current of the simulated transient response for the small device for a
series of ion strike locations and two ion species. The results are in good agreement with
the calculated miss distance using the output of the trained SVM shown in Table 5.2.

Therefore, -2 µm on the horizontal axis corresponds to a strike directly to the center of

the junction, 0 µm corresponds to striking the pre-strike DRB (as determined from TCAD

simulations), and 2 µm corresponds to striking 2 µm outside the DRB. The red and black

horizontal dashed lines represent the minimum current measured experimentally for the

small device for the given ion species. Experimentally, this minimum is defined as the

smallest peak transient current that the measurement system was able to record. This mini-

mum is determined by the trigger threshold set on the oscilloscope during the measurement,

which in this case was set to be slightly above the measurement noise floor for each indi-

vidual irradiation. This is why, for example, the minimum measured peak current is not the

same for both the 10 MeV/u Xe and the 10 MeV/u Ar measurements. The minimum peak

current is a critical parameter for determining the miss distance calculated by the SVM (see

Table 5.2).

Recall that the goal of these simulations was not to develop significant physical under-
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standing of charge-collection mechanisms, but to verify the applicability of the SVM tech-

nique to successfully categorize broadbeam heavy-ion data. To that end, the peak transient

current from simulation results can be used to determine the experimental miss distance.

In terms of Figure 5.8, the miss distance would be the point at which the simulated peak

current becomes less than the values indicated by the horizontal dashed lines. For example,

for the 10 MeV/u Ar results shown in Figure 5.8, the point at which the simulated peak cur-

rent becomes less than the minimum measured experimental peak current is approximately

1.1 µm beyond the depletion region edge (if the results for 1 µm and 2 µm are linearly

interpolated). This value for the miss distance is approximately the same as the value of the

miss distance determined by the SVM, which is shown in Table 5.2. A similar conclusion

can be drawn for the simulated 10 MeV/u Xe data as well. The agreement between the

SVM calculated miss distance, and the miss distance as determined through TCAD simu-

lations is especially good given the assumptions used when developing the SVM and the

corresponding geometric approach to using the SVM output to calculate the miss distance.

This provides suitable verification that the SVM is correctly classifying hit and miss events

for this application.

5.4.2 The Physical Interpretation of SVM Classified Heavy-Ion Data

A classified histogram for collected charge is compared to a pre-classification histogram

of the same data in Figure 5.9. The data are due to 10 MeV/u Ar irradiation on the small

device. Here, the collected charge of each transient has been determined through numerical

integration. Comparing both of the plots reveals the utility of SVM classification. Based

on Figure 5.9a alone, one might interpret the bin with the most counts (approximately

0.3 pC) to be representative of direct hits to the device. However, the classified histogram

in Figure 5.9b shows that the bin with the most counts for ions that were actually hits is

centered around approximately 0.5 pC. Not classifying the data in Figure 5.9a and assuming

the peak of the histogram was significant for strikes directly to the junction would lead to a
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(a) Original Dataset (b) Classified Dataset

Figure 5.9: A histogram of collected charge (as determined by numerically integrating the
recorded transients) for 10 MeV/u Ar irradiation on the small device. This histogram has
been classified using the same SVM approach that produced Figure 5.5.

misinterpretation of the data.

The classified histogram in Figure 5.9b also indicates the importance of proper tran-

sient classification for small junctions. Referring to Table 5.2, the calculated miss distance

for the small device under 10 MeV/u Ar irradiation is approximately 1.0 µm. Using the

circular junction approximation shown in Figure 5.6, the combined radius of the junction

area and the depletion region (i.e., the hit area) is approximately 2 µm. Again, assuming a

cylindrical junction, the hit area is approximately 12 µm2 while the miss area is approxi-

mately 16 µm2. This means that given a sufficient number of ion strikes, there will always

be more misses than hits that are detected by the measurement system. The opposite is true

for a large device, where the hit area would be significantly larger than the miss area.

In the extreme of a very small junction (such as those that can be found in highly-scaled

technologies), the vast majority of recorded events will be due to misses. As the junction

scales down in size, the miss distance does not change significantly. This is because the

miss is determined by the smallest peak current that the measurement system can realize.

For example, the miss distance determined by the SVM is 1.4 µm for 10 MeV/u Cu irra-
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Table 5.3: The hit and miss ratios for the small device and the large device for four incident
ion species. The HMR is defined as the number of hits divided by the number of misses, as
determined by the SVM.

Ion Species Small Device HMR Large Device HMR
Ar 0.8 16.2
Cu 0.5 6.7
Kr 0.5 6.5
Xe 0.4 5.3

diation on the small device and only 1.8 µm for the same irradiation on the large device,

despite it being more than 600 times larger than the small device. Therefore, for the de-

vices tested here, as the junction scales down in size, rh in (5.1) decreases while dm stays

approximately the same.

The influence of the junction size on the HMR can be seen in Table 5.3. The table

shows the HMR, as determined by the trained SVM, for four tested ion species incident

on both devices. For the small device, any particular strike for three of the tested four ion

species is approximately twice as likely to be a miss as it is a hit. This could have im-

plications for broadbeam heavy-ion test data. If the goal of a particular test is to examine

transient characteristics of a small junction, one might assume that collecting a large num-

ber of events would be beneficial for understanding the impact of ion strikes to the junction.

However, collecting a large number of events would ultimately result in a distribution of

transient characteristics that was biased towards miss events. This emphasizes the need

for separating hit events from miss events when processing broadbeam heavy-ion data for

small junctions.

The opposite is true for large junctions. Because the miss distance does not have a

strong relationship on junction size, increasing the size of the junction will increase the hit

area faster than it will the miss area. As a result, fewer recorded events will be misses as

the junction size increases. In Table 5.3, this results in a larger HMR value for the large

device. This is emphasized for a single ion species incident on both devices in Figure 5.10.
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(a) 10 MeV/u Cu on Small Device (b) 10 MeV/u Cu on Large Device

Figure 5.10: SVM classified histograms for 10 Mev/u Cu ions incident on the small device
(a) and the large device (b). Notice the number of misses versus the number of hits for each
device.

Figure 5.10a is dominated by miss events. Were this histogram not classified with the

SVM, it could be difficult to draw any sort of conclusion about the collected charge for

the small device due to the shape of the distribution (relatively few counts with a large

amount of collected charge versus many counts with a small, but still significant amount,

of collected charge). Figure 5.10b, shows that relatively few events are misses for the large

device. This suggests that hit and miss classification for large junctions may not be strictly

necessary, however, the additional information that classification provides could still be

beneficial.

The HMR for 10 MeV/u Ar irradiation shown in Table 5.3 is particularly high when

compared to the HMR numbers for the other ion species. This is due to the statistical

nature of broadbeam irradiation. The dataset for 10 MeV/u Ar in this case had relatively

few SVM classified misses compared to the other ion species. In total, 2000 events were

recorded for 10 MeV/u Ar irradiation on the large device. Were more events recorded, it

is likely that the HMR would decrease and be more in line with the other three tested ion
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species.

Figure 5.11 shows box and whisker plots of SVM classified peak current and total col-

lected charge data for all tested ion species and both devices. As before, the solid line

inside each box represents the median, the lower and upper boundaries of each box are the

first and third quartiles (i.e., the 25th and 75th percentiles), and the whiskers are defined

as Q1− 1.5× (Q3−Q1) for the lower whisker and Q3 + 1.5× (Q3−Q1) for the upper

whisker where Q3 and Q1 represent the third and first quartiles. Defining the whiskers in

such a way assures 99.3% coverage of the entire dataset, assuming the data are normally

distributed. The notched regions of individual box plots are useful as a rough guide for in-

terpreting the significance of the difference between the medians shown for each box plot.

The convention used to define the width of each notch is ±1.5× IQR÷
√

n, where IQR

is the interquartile range (i.e., Q3−Q1) and n is the number of measurements represented

by the plot. If two notches do not overlap, it is generally safe to assume that the differ-

ence between the two medians is statistically significant [81]. In all of the plots shown in

Figure 5.11, the plotting of outliers has been suppressed.

In the figure, SVM classification reveals a clear trend with increasing incident ion LET

for the small device (compare the results of Figure 5.11a to Figure 5.2a, for example). The

peak current for the small device increases as a function of increasing ion LET, which is

to be expected for this device from work described previously in Chapter 4. However, two

things about Figure 5.11a are surprising given the results discussed in Chapter 4. The first

is that the peak current does not seem to saturate as a function of increasing ion LET. The

other is that the peak current values are very similar to those shown for the large device

(see Figure 5.11c).

Both of these issues are primarily influenced by the topside contacts for the small de-

vice. For an ion that strikes, for example, near the center of the small device, the topside

contacts are much closer to the generated carriers than the for a strike near the center of

the large device. Recall from Chapter 4 that the resistance to the contacts can be important
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(a) The Small Device: Hits Only (b) The Small Device: Hits Only

(c) The Large Device: Hits Only (d) The Large Device: Hits Only

Figure 5.11: Box and whisker plots of peak transient current and total collected charge for
all tested ion species on both devices. All plots show the results of SVM classification to
remove miss transients from the dataset.

when determining R in the Modified Ohm’s Law equation used to calculate the maximum

theoretical peak current.

The effect of shrinking the junction on R are two-fold for the small device. For one, the

resistance to the backside substrate contact increases significantly compared to the large

device (1.5 kΩ versus 680 Ω, see Section 4.3.4 for calculation specifics). This is because

the resistance to the backside contact increases as the junction size decreases. However,

the resistance to the topside p-well contacts decreases as the junction scales down in size,
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due to the p-well contacts being closer to the ion-induced carrier density (assuming a strike

within the hit area). This suggests that both the resistance to the backside substrate contact,

and the resistance to the topside p-well contacts play an important role for the small device.

For the small device, The resistance to the topside p-well contacts is more complex than

the resistance to the backside substrate contact. Ions striking within the hit area will have

some resistance the topside p-well contacts based on how close they strike to the topside

p-well contacts. An ion striking very near the junction edge will have a lower resistance to

the nearest p-well contact that a device striking near the center of the junction, for example.

The actual resistance that the generated ion track “sees” to the topside p-well contacts is

a complicated resistance that varies based on where the ion actually strikes. This makes

calculating a value for R in the Modified Ohm’s Law equation dependent upon knowing

where a particular ion struck within the hit area. Unfortunately, the results of the SVM are

only able to tell us that an ion struck within the hit area, and not where within the hit area

that the ion actually struck.

However, the net affect of shrinking the junction (and changing the aforementioned

resistances to the contacts) is to lower the value for R in the Modified Ohm’s Law equation

beyond what would be calculated by ignoring the presence of the topside p-well contacts.

For a lower R, the theoretical peak saturation current increases. This explains why, for the

results shown in Figure 5.11a, there is not an apparent saturation of the peak current values

(either for the median values, the quartiles, or the maximum reported values).

The topside n-well contacts for the small device will have a similar effect on the tran-

sient response as they do for the large device. As was discussed earlier, strikes near the

n-well contacts for the large device produce transients with higher peak currents and lower

total collected charge values. This was attributed to well potential modulation effects in

Chapter 4. Specifically, the potential in regions near the n-well contacts in the large device

is not significantly modulated during an ion strike. Therefore, for strikes near the contacts,

the potential modulates less and recovers faster than for strikes away from the contacts and
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near the center of the device. For the small device, the n-well contacts cover a much larger

percentage of the total junction area (see Figure 5.1). The result will be transients that are

shorter in duration, but higher in peak current, than if the n-well contacts had been scaled

down in size to preserve the ratio between contact area and junction area found in the large

device (this was impossible due to limitations in the minimum size for metal layer one in

this particular technology).

The role of n-well contacts in determining the single-event response of devices and

circuits is well known. The discussion above is in line with previously reported findings.

Specifically, in the case of the single-event transient (SET) response of circuits, the n-

well contact density and spacing plays a critical role in mitigating SET pulse width and

upset frequency [62, 65, 69]. N-well contacts also play a role in controlling the extent

and duration of WPM effects [58], and the influence of well contacting schemes on the

response of single devices have also been reported [64, 70]. The results of this work are

related to these results through a discussion of the resistance to the n-well contacts. The

horizontal and vertical resistance seen by charge carriers exiting the well is a key factor

in the transient response of devices (see [64] and other references above). In terms of the

experimental results discussed in this chapter, decreasing the size of the well moves the

n-well contacts closer to the strike location, significantly reducing the horizontal resistance

to the n-well contacts experienced by charge carriers exiting the well through the n-well

contacts. Lowering this resistance, as discussed above, significantly affects the transient

response, which is in line with previously published work concerning the effects of n-well

contact location on the single-event response.

There is no apparent saturation shown in Figure 5.11c. This is likely due to the LET

values of the ion species used during the measurements. The highest LET of any of the

ions used was that of Xe, which is 58.8 MeV-cm2/mg. While this LET is higher than an

LET of approximately 45 MeV-cm2/mg, which produced the saturation behavior described

in Chapter 4, the next highest LET used during the measurements was that of Kr (which is
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only 30 MeV-cm2/mg). Also, the data shown in Figure 5.11c considers all ion strikes that

were deemed by the SVM to be hits. Recall that the transient response of the large device

can vary based whether or not ion strikes occur near the topside n-well contacts. Because

of this, the box plots in Figure 5.11c include both strikes that result in the highest total

collected charge (i.e., strikes away from the n-well contacts and close to the center of the

junction) and the greatest peak transient current (i.e., strikes very near the n-well contacts).

Therefore, there is no saturation trend in the peak current values shown in Figure 5.11c.

In terms of total collected charge, Figures 5.11b and 5.11d show that the large device

collects much more charge than the small device for the same ion species. There are two

primary reasons for this. Recall from Chapter 4 that the majority of charge collection takes

place during the slow recovery phase of the transient response. The length of this phase

is determined by how quickly the depletion region can recover all of the potential that is

displaced by the highly conductive track of charge generated by the ion strike. In the case

of the small device, the potential is not as significantly modulated as the large device due

to the presence of the nearby n-well contacts. Therefore, the small device can recover

faster, resulting in less total collected charge. The other reason the large device collects

significantly more charge is simply geometry. Once the depletion region has recovered, a

significant amount of charge remains in the substrate of the device (see the quasi-Fermi

level for electrons in the substrate in Figures 4.9c-d). This charge will freely diffuse from a

higher concentration to a lower concentration. In doing so, much of the charge will diffuse

radially outward, away from the junction. The large device represents a larger sink for

the diffusing carrier concentration in the substrate. This ultimately results in more charge

collection than would be seen by the small device for the same ion species.

Figure 5.11 and the resulting discussion provide valuable insight into the role of contact

geometry on the device-level transient response. For example, despite the large device

being much larger than the small device, by virtue of having a larger ratio of its area covered

by contacts, the small device exhibits a peak transient current that is similar to that of
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the large device. This is due to the n-well contacts’ ability to maintain the well potential

throughout the device recovery, which leads to higher peak transient current values. Being

able to maintain the well potential (coupled with the smaller size of the device) also allows

the small device to experience much less total charge collection than the large device.

5.5 Chapter Summary

Results in this chapter have shown that by careful application of SVM techniques, it is

possible to determine the relative location (i.e., a hit or a miss) of single ion strikes during

broadbeam heavy-ion irradiation. Using an SVM is beneficial as it allows for determina-

tion of the relative strike location while requiring only a few reasonable assumptions about

the underlying dataset. Compared to running a full complement of device-level TCAD

simulations (which could be impossible given the size of the simulation space required to

provide adequate physical insight), applying an SVM requires significantly less computa-

tional overheard and time investment. In this work, the applicability of the SVM approach

was verified with a much smaller set of TCAD simulations, which were used to show that

the SVM output was in good agreement with TCAD results.

For the case of broadbeam heavy-ion irradiation on a small device, not only is elim-

inating miss events from the dataset desirable, but it is potentially necessary in order to

draw valid conclusions from test data about ion strikes to the junction and depletion region.

Strikes to these regions are especially important when attempting to understand charge

collection phenomena for individual devices. Also, the small device tested in this work

was actually quite large by modern device standards, which only serves to emphasize the

importance of properly classifying events in broadbeam heavy-ion data sets.

SVM classified results for broadbeam heavy-ion irradiation for the small device tested

in this work show the significance of the chosen contact scheme for determining the overall

device transient response. For example, the discussion in Chapter 4 indicates that, as the

junction size decreases, the peak current response should decrease and saturate at lower
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incident ion LET values. However, by virtue of the close proximity of the n-well contacts

to the strike location for hits to the small device, the peak current is very similar to that for

a much larger device for all tested ion species. This is because the n-well contacts serve to

limit the depletion region potential modulation caused by the passage of heavy ions through

the small device. This is in line with previously published experimental work. Limiting the

potential modulation leads to higher peak currents and less overall charge collection.
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CHAPTER 6

Device Response During Well Potential Modulation Events

6.1 Introduction

Up to this point, the emphasis of this work has been on charge-collection mechanisms

(both in terms of total collected charge and the transient response) at a single junction. The

significance of understanding charge-collection mechanisms at a single junction for other

SEE phenomena was implied, but a direct application to a particular SEE phenomenon

was not discussed. Because SEEs at a single junction are not typically the case in practice

(due to device and circuit applications utilizing the interaction of multiple junctions), it is

valuable to consider the interaction of multiple junctions on the overall device response.

As discussed in previous chapters, during an SE strike, the local electrostatic potential

around the strike location can be significantly affected. This change in potential can have a

profound effect on nearby junctions.

One example of this is WPM [58], which was briefly discussed in Chapter 4. Due to

the direction of the electric field at an n-well/p-substrate junction, excess electrons gen-

erated by an ion strike are confined to the well region; their only way out of the well is

through the well contact. These excess electrons can significantly impact the single-event

response of a PMOS device in the well. This is because the excess carrier density can

lead to a strong potential gradient between the strike location and the well contacts. This

modulates the potential in the well, which has been shown to trigger parasitic bipolar ef-

fects in PMOS devices [58, 64, 69], influence the pulse widths of single-event transients

in inverter chains [65], and impact the single-event response of devices fabricated in triple

well technologies [70]. A similar redistribution of the electrostatic potential in the substrate

has also been shown in simulation to profoundly affect current transient shapes for NMOS

devices [82]. Mitigating WPM effects (e.g., through the use of guard bands or particular
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well contacting schemes) has been shown to improve the single-event response of ICs fab-

ricated in advanced CMOS processes by stabilizing the well potential during an SE strike

[62, 64, 65, 69].

The goal of this chapter is to describe the results of backside two-photon absorption and

broadbeam heavy-ion irradiation on a large device containing multiple junctions. A large

device is used to make determining the strike-position sensitivity of the device possible.

The results of the TPA measurements show the transient response of the device following

a WPM event. Specifically, strikes to the drain of a PMOSFET biased in the off-state can

modulate that well potential such that the source/well junction can become forward biased,

giving rise to a small-magnitude current transient at the source terminal. This is consistent

with previous simulation studies of WPM effects in PMOSFET devices (see, for example,

[58]). The results also indicate that a similar transient response can be measured at the

drain terminal following a strike to the source and to both the drain and source terminals

following a strike to the channel region. This, however, is likely due to WPM-induced

capacitance changes at the drain/well junction. Device-level TCAD simulations are used

to explain this phenomenon. A similar device response is also observed during broadbeam

heavy-ion irradiation.

6.2 Background

Figure 6.1 shows a cross section of a PMOSFET fabricated in a modern technology as

well as a three-dimensional TCAD PMOSFET with features similar to the one shown in

Figure 6.1a. The parasitic bipolar device can be seen between the source (emitter), n-well

(base), and drain (collector). In the transistor’s off-state, the drain is grounded and the

source and n-well are biased high (typically at whatever VDD for the technology happens

to be). From the point of view of the parasitic bipolar device, the base/collector junction is

reverse-biased while the emitter/base junction sees the built-in potential of the junction.

During an ion strike of sufficient intensity to a n-well, for example, the electric field
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.1: (a) Cross section of a modern PMOSFET device showing the parasitic bipolar
device between the drain, substrate, and source and (b) a typical MOSFET device showing
the well contact. Both after [64].

around the strike is significantly reduced and the generated electrons are swept out of the

well through the well contact. The flow of electrons through the well leads to a potential

gradient along their current path to the well contact (due to the current moving through

some finite well resistance to the contact) [58]. This potential gradient could result in a drop

in potential near the channel of the PMOSFET. Lowering the potential near the channel is

synonymous with lowering the built-in potential barrier at the parasitic bipolar device’s

emitter/base (source/n-well) junction. If the barrier is sufficiently lowered, the source can

begin to inject holes into the well, which can be collected by the reverse-biased n-well/drain

(base/collector) junction. This is a charge-enhancement effect commonly referred to as the

parasitic bipolar effect, which can cause the drain to collect additional charge, beyond that

which it would have collected had the parasitic bipolar device not turned on. This can be a

significant concern for PMOSFET devices fabricated in an n-well over a p-substrate. It is

less of a concern for NMOSFETs fabricated in a p-well over p-substrate, as the electrons

generated by the ion strike are not confined to the well, and are free to move deeper into
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the substrate as well as to any nearby well contacts. This limits their ability to significantly

modulate the well potential.

Previous work concerning WPM effects has focused primarily on device-level or mixed-

mode simulations to study the device response of individual transistors during WPM events

[58, 62, 64, 69, 70], circuit-level measurements to examine the effects of WPM on circuit

response [65, 83, 84], or a combination of the two. Much of the device-level simulation

work focuses on ions with LET values less than 10 MeV-cm2/mg (however, at least one

study has examined device-level WPM effects in a triple well technology for a 40 MeV-

cm2/mg ion [70]). Also, many of the available device-level studies utilize device-level

simulations as opposed to experimental measurements. This is because WPM effects have

been primarily studied in the context of small devices fabricated in advanced technology

nodes. It can be difficult to determine the transient SE response of such devices experimen-

tally. Their small size makes device-level experimental measurements difficult.

While simulations provide valuable insight into the device-level response during WPM

events, experimental measurements of individual device response (e.g., through high-speed

transient capture) could further develop the understanding of WPM events.

As stated earlier, many device-level WPM studies focus on lower LET ions. Higher

LET ions have been used in circuit-level studies. One such study examined the circuit-

level effects attributed to WPM for LETs as high as 100 MeV-cm2/mg [62]. The high

LET values in that study corresponded to an effective ion LET due to changing the ion

angle of incidence. The actual ion LET was approximately 60 MeV-cm2/mg. Further-

more, the metric studied was single-event transient pulse width in an inverter chain, which,

while valuable for a circuit-level study, does not necessarily provide insight into the current

transient response of a single device as a result of WPM. However, device-level simulations

were used to describe the benefits of guard bands and high-density well contacting schemes

for reducing WPM effects.

This work provides a device-level experimental study of WPM effects following a high-
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LET ion strike. To do this, a large-area PMOSFET device was fabricated in an n-well over a

p-substrate. While a large device will not experience the parasitic bipolar charge collection

enhancement described earlier (do to its long channel length), it will still be susceptible to

the effects of a significantly modulated well potential. This work uses backside TPA and

broadbeam heavy-ion measurements along with device-level TCAD simulations to exam-

ine the influence of modulating the well potential on the overall device response. Device-

level current transients exhibiting WPM effects are shown, and their origin is described.

Specifically, significant WPM can lead to a transient change in the junction capacitance.

For the large junctions used here, this can produce a measurable current transient. Also,

TCAD simulations show that the WPM following a high-LET heavy-ion strike is sufficient,

in some cases, to lower the source/well potential barrier, which could cause the source to

inject holes into the well.

6.3 Experimental Setup

Transient capture measurements were carried out on a large, bulk silicon PMOSFET

fabricated on the same die as the bulk silicon diodes discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. Fig-

ure 6.2 shows a recolored GDSII image of the device. In the figure, the large gray region

is the n-well, the green regions are p+ dopings intended to serve as a source and drain, and

the red region represents a polysilicon gate. Each p+ diffusion is contacted on the left and

right edges, as shown in the figure. The n-well contacts are on the left and right sides of

the well. The gate contact is along the left side of the gate. The source, drain, and well

regions are individually accessible via bond pads on the die. As with the diode structure

discussed in Chapters 4 and 5, metal blocking windows have been used over the device

(save for regions where metal contacts are required) to prevent the deposition of metal fill

in the device overlayers during fabrication.

As can be seen in Figure 6.2, the device is large, especially compared to modern CMOS

transistors. This device was designed for both focused backside laser and broadbeam
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.2: A GDSII image of the PMOSFET device for studying the effect of well poten-
tial modulation on the transient current response. Specific device regions are shown in (a),
while (b) shows device dimensions.

heavy-ion testing. For the case of laser testing, a larger device is easier to hit, and be-

cause the device dimensions are larger than the focused laser spot size, it is possible to

determine the response of the device to laser strikes as a function of laser strike position.

For example, it will be possible with the device shown in Figure 6.2 to determine the re-

sponse of the device to strikes in the well or directly to the source or drain diffusions. Also,

the large dimensions of the device allow investigating the spatial sensitivity of WPM effects

during backside laser testing. As per the discussion of Chapter 5, using a large device for

broadbeam heavy-ion testing will ensure that the majority of recorded events are actually

due to strikes to the regions of interest, rather than strikes outside the regions of interest

that still produce a transient response.

While the device in Figure 6.2 is a MOSFET, it is not strictly intended to operate as one.

While using MOSFET terminology is convenient for describing the device, its primary

purpose is as a test device to study how the presence of the p+ diffusions affect charge-
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collection mechanisms within the n-well, and interpreting these mechanisms in the context

of WPM phenomenon. The polysilicon gate serves to keep shallow trench isolation (STI)

from being deposited between the source and drain regions. Preventing the formation of

STI serves to promote interaction of the two junctions during an SE strike, which was a

goal of the measurements.

Heavy ion irradiations were performed at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratories’

88-inch Cyclotron Facility using Xe from the 10 MeV/u cocktail. Laser irradiations were

performed at Vanderbilt University using the same experimental setup that is described in

Chapter 4 and Appendix B. The device packaging and measurement setup for both the TPA

and broadbeam heavy ion measurements was identical to that described in Chapters 4 and

5.

6.4 Results and Discussion

6.4.1 Experimental Results

Results of the backside TPA measurements are shown in Figure 6.3. Figure 6.3a is a

top view of the device taken from its GDSII layout file. The drain and source designations

assume an off-state bias condition. That is, Vdrain= 0 V, Vwell= 1 V, Vsource=1 V, Vgate =

1 V, and Vsub= 0 V. Three locations shown in Figure 6.3a are labeled with the letters b, c,

and d. The locations of these letters represent the approximate strike location that produced

the transients shown in Figures 6.3b-d. For the measurements shown in the figure, the laser

pulse energy was approximately 300 pJ. The laser spot was visually focused on the surface

of the device, similar to the procedure described in Chapter 3.

Figure 6.3b shows the transient response measured at the well, source, and drain termi-

nals when the laser spot is centered in the source region of the device (i.e., placed at location

b in Figure 6.3). At first glance, it appears that charge is not being appropriately conserved

(i.e., the integrals of the transients shown in each plot do not sum to zero). However, re-

call that the substrate current was not monitored during these measurements. The substrate
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Figure 6.3: Results of the backside TPA measurements for the large PMOSFET device.
The top-side view of the device from its GDSII layout file is shown in a). The source, gate,
and drain have been labeled. The letters shown in these regions (b, c, and d) correspond to
the approximate location of the laser strikes that produced the transients shown in figures
b, c, and d respectively.

current would appropriately account for charge conservation during the measurements.

As was typical of the results described in Chapter 4, the well transients shown in Fig-

ure 6.3 are positive-going, which is indicative of the collection of electrons at the well/sub-

strate junction. The source transient is negative-going, indicating the collection of holes

at the source/well junction. This is an obvious result when it is compared to earlier re-

sults for the n-well/p-substrate diode. The collection of holes should result in a negative-

going transient because the collection of electrons at the well/substrate junction results in a

positive-going transient. Taken alone, the direction of any particular transient might not be
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especially meaningful; however, their direction relative to one another is important as it can

be used to interpret charge collection mechanisms at a particular junction. For example, a

positive-going well/substrate transient for this particular experimental setup is indicative of

electron collection at that junction (which is apparent from discussions in earlier chapters).

Therefore, a negative-going transient at the source terminal should be expected, due to the

collection of holes at the source/well junction.

The large transients seen at the struck junctions are due to the direct collection of charge

carriers generated by TPA at those junctions. However, in addition to these transients,

Figures 6.3b-d show small positive-going transients occurring at junctions that were not

struck directly. For example, Figure 6.3b shows a small positive-going drain transient

following a strike to the source. A similar positive-going source transient can also be seen

for strikes to the drain (Figure 6.3d), and a strike to the gate region of the device can

produce small positive-going transients at both the source and the drain. These transients

are shown in greater detail in Figure 6.4, which shows the same transients as are shown in

Figure 6.3b-d, only with reduced axis limits to emphasize the smaller transients.

There is a small positive-going transient measured at the drain terminal. The fact that

it is opposite in polarity to the transient measured at the source terminal (which is due

to the collection of holes), might lead one to conclude that the drain is injecting holes

across the drain/well potential barrier. However, this is likely an erroneous conclusion.

The voltage drop across the drain/well junction is approximately 1.7 V, which is the applied

voltage at the well plus the built-in voltage drop across the junction. Following a carrier

generation event in the n-well, well potential modulation effects can significantly lower the

well potential in the region surrounding the carrier generation. Earlier work has shown

that, in some cases, the potential can be lowered enough to forward bias individual p-n

junctions in the well [58]. However, for the particular biases voltages used here, the well

potential cannot be lowered enough near the drain/well junction to ever forward bias the

drain/well junction. Said another way, the well potential near the drain cannot go lower
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(a) Source Hit (b) Gate Hit

(c) Drain Hit

Figure 6.4: The same transients shown in Figures 6.3b-d for a TPA hit to the source, gate,
and drain of the large PMOSFET. Here, the axis limits have been reduced to emphasize the
smaller transienst shown in Figures 6.3.

than the applied voltage at the drain following a strike to the source, which eliminates the

possibility of significant carrier injection by the drain following a strike to the source. This

is shown below using device-level TCAD simulations.

Figure 6.5 shows identically measured transients to Figures 6.3b-d, only under broad-

beam 10 MeV/u Xe irradiation instead of backside TPA exposure. Due to the nature of

broadbeam heavy ion testing, the only way to determine where an ion struck on the de-

vice is through interpretation of the device response. Using the TPA measurement results
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(a) 10 MeV/u Xe Drain Strike (b) 10 MeV/u Xe Source Strike

Figure 6.5: A comparison of transients resulting from 10 MeV/u Xe irradiation on the large
PMOSFET device. a) shows a drain strike while b) shows a source strike. Strike locations
were determined from TPA measurement results.

described earlier, we can infer that any ion strike giving rise to a positive well transient,

negative drain transient, and positive source transient is due to an ion strike to the drain

region. Similar reasoning can be applied to identifying current transients that are the result

of an ion strike to the source region. While we cannot be certain where in the drain or

source region a particular ion struck, we can know by the device response that a strike did

occur somewhere within those regions. What results is Figure 6.5a, which shows current

transients resulting from a Xe strike to the drain, and Figure 6.5b, which shows current

transients resulting from a strike to the source. The bias condition for the measurements

shown in the figure as the same as that for the measurements shown in Figure 6.3.

The key result of Figure 6.5 is that the same response seen during TPA testing is also

observed during heavy-ion irradiation. Well potential modulation effects can induce a tran-

sient response at junctions that were not directly hit by the ion strike. The impact of well

potential modulation on the overall transient response of this device is investigated through

device-level TCAD simulations in the section that follows.
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6.4.2 WPM Effects in Device-Level Simulations

Device-level TCAD simulations were carried out to determine what role WPM effects

could have on the device response. Because of the large size of the device used in the

experimental measurements, a few concessions were required to produce computationally

tractable simulations. For one, the device was simulated in two-dimensions, which greatly

eases the computational overhead. The device, as simulated, is shown in Figure 6.6. The

figure shows a 20 µm by 60 µm section of the simulated device. The actual dimensions

of the simulated device were 60 µm by 150 µm. The device is intended to be a two-

dimensional cross-section along a cutplane running perpendicular to the source, gate, and

drain diffusions through the center of the device (when viewed from above). The most

significant difference between the actual device and the two-dimensional approximation

used in the simulations is the placement of the well contacts. For the simulations, the well

contacts are placed approximately 25 µm away from the center of the gate. In the actual

device, the well contacts are also approximately 25 µm from the center of the gate; how-

ever, they run parallel to the gate, meaning they would not intersect the cutplane described

above. This change in well contact placement is necessary to have n-well contacts in the

simulations. However, because the distance to the contacts has been preserved (only their

orientation has changed in the simulations), the effects of WPM observed in the simulated

device should be a reasonable approximation to those seen in the real device.

The device doping profiles were determined, where possible, using spreading resistance

measurements. Shallow drain/source diffusion dopings are typically difficult to resolve

using spreading resistance measurements. Therefore, for the source and drain diffusions, a

peak doping of 1 x 1020 cm−3 was assumed and assigned to a Gaussian doping profile to

produce the source and drain diffusions shown in Figure 6.6. The gate material is heavily

doped polysilicon, and the gate oxide was SiO2 with a thickness of approximately 5 nm.

While efforts were made to make the gate material and gate oxide as realistic as possible,

the impact of the gate structure on the overall WPM response is likely quite limited. While
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Figure 6.6: Two-dimensional TCAD model used for device-level WPM simulations. The
device is a large-area PMOSFET fabricated in an n-well. Device dopings were deter-
mined, where possible, through spreading resistance measurements. The geometry is a
two-dimensional approximation to the actual device used in the experiments. The contacts
are shown in pink. The horizontal white line running beneath the n-well represents the
well/substrate depletion region boundary.

the precise doping levels of the source and drain and the exact nature of the gate stack

are assumptions, the geometry of the device (including the contact size and spacing) is

well known, and taken from its GDSII layout files. Not shown in Figure 6.6 is the backside

substrate contact, which runs along the entire bottom of the p-type substrate and is intended

to represent the conductive physical connection between the substrate and the brass high-

speed package used in the experiments.

For all simulations, the device was biased in the off-state, identically to what was used

during the experiments. The device response to a 10 MeV/u Xe strike was simulated. In

all cases, the strike was normally incident to the top surface of the device and extended

for approximately 90 µm into the device substrate. The assigned linear charge deposition

was 0.6 pC/µm, which corresponds approximately to the peak LET of 10 MeV/u Xe in

silicon. The charge track was assigned a Gaussian radial roll-off with a radius of 50 nm.

The models for carrier mobility were identical to those used in the simulations described in
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(a) Simulated Source Strike (b) Simulated Gate Strike

(c) Simulated Drain Strike

Figure 6.7: The time evolution of the electrostatic potential along a cutline in the n-well
due to a simulated 10 MeV/u Xe strike. The cutline is shown in gray and is approximately
400 nm below the top surface of the n-well. The vertical, black dashed lines indicate the
locations of the drain and source diffusion edges that are closest to the gate. The red arrow
indicates the orientation and location of the simulated ion strike for each plot. The lateral
dimensions of the representative drawing of the device shown in each plot are approxi-
mately to scale. The simulated bias conditions were Vdrain= 0 V, Vwell= 1 V, Vsource=1 V,
Vgate = 1 V, and Vsub= 0 V. The difference between these bias conditions and the voltages
shown in the figure is due to TCAD’s internal voltage reference accounting for the built-in
potential.
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previous chapters.

Figure 6.7 shows the time evolution of the electrostatic potential in the well for the first

1 ns following the simulated heavy ion strike. The potential is plotted along a cutline that

is 400 nm from the top surface of the n-well that runs underneath the source and drain

diffusions. In other words, the cutline is approximately 50 nm below the bottom of the

source and drain diffusions. A representative drawing of the simulated device is shown

over each plot. The lateral dimensions are approximately to scale. The vertical, dashed

black lines in each figure represent the locations of the boundaries of the source and drain

diffusions closest to the gate. The vertical red arrow indicates the approximate location of

the simulated ion strike for each plot. The goal of the plots in Figure 6.7 is to understand

how a change in the well potential is related to the transient response of the unstruck device

junctions (i.e., the origin of the small, positive-going transients shown in Figure 6.4). The

likely source of these transients is a sudden potential change in the well producing a brief

change in the capacitance of the unstruck junction, which results in a small, measurable

transient current. This is explained in greater detail below.

Following a strike to the source (Figure 6.7a), the well potential is modulated signif-

icantly as the region of the well affected by the strike is no longer able to sustain the

bias voltage applied at the well contacts. In addition to this, the built-in potential at the

source/well junction can no longer be dropped across the pre-strike depletion region (due

to significant depletion region potential modulation as was discussed in Chapter 4). This

leads to the potential in the well beneath the source being pulled down significantly. What

results is a significant change in the well potential near the unstruck drain/well junction. In

the case of a strike to the source, the well voltage near the drain diffusion can lower by as

much as 0.5 V within the first 1 ns following the strike.

The effect is even more pronounced for a strike to the drain (Figure 6.7c), whereby

the well potential near the source can be lowered by as much as 0.8 V during the first

1 ns following the strike. This is because, for a drain strike, the reverse-biased drain is
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effectively shorted to the grounded substrate. Due to the high carrier density in the well

following the strike, the region near the drain that is affected by the strike cannot sustain the

potential drop that is normally maintained by the drain/well depletion region. As a result,

the well potential near the drain drops significantly. As was discussed in detail in Chapter 3,

the potential drop that normally occurs near the drain/well junction will be pushed down

into the substrate. The same is true, of course, for the built-in voltage at the source/well

junction following a strike to the source. However, due to the magnitude of the potential

difference between the drain and the substrate, the effect is much more pronounced for a

strike to the drain. For a strike that does not hit the source or drain directly, the potential

in the well can still be lowered significantly near the source and drain diffusions (see, for

example, Figure 6.7b), giving rise to a small, measurable current transient at the source and

drain terminals.

To appropriately consider the origins of the small, positive-going transients shown in

Figure 6.4, it is necessary to keep the device dimensions in mind. Recall that the lateral

dimensions of the source and drain for the fabricated device are quite large (approximately

10 µm by 45 µm). The capacitance of a p-n junction can be expressed as

C =
εs

xd
, (6.1)

for small-signal ac conditions where one side of the junction is heavily doped compared

to the other [25]. In (6.1), εs is the permittivity of silicon and xd is the depletion region

width. The depletion region width varies as a function of the applied bias. For the device

in question, the thickness of the depletion region for the source and drain are slightly dif-

ferent due to the difference in the applied bias for the two junctions. For the case of the

drain/well junction, the depletion region thickness, as determined from simulation results,

is approximately 130 nm. Using (6.1), and multiplying by the junction area yields a junc-

tion capacitance of 4 pF for the reverse-biased drain/well junction. Following a strike that
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significantly modulates the well potential (e.g., a strike to the source), the well potential

near the drain can change by as much as approximately 0.5 V. This amounts to an effective

decrease of the reverse bias potential at the drain/well junction. Qualitatively, the resulting

drain transient can be explained by

I(t) =C
dV (t)

dt
, (6.2)

which is simply the current through a parallel plate capacitor for a time-dependent change

in voltage. Following the strike, the rapidly changing well potential produces a small tran-

sient at the drain terminal as the drain/well capacitance first increases significantly due to

the decrease in the width of the drain/well depletion region in response to the well poten-

tial change and then recovers back to its pre-strike value. Simply solving (6.2) using the

previously calculated value for the junction capacitance and the 0.5 V potential drop that

occurs near the drain within 1 ns (Figure 6.7a) yields a current of 2 mA. The actual peak

current measured experimentally was approximately an order of magnitude less than this.

However, based on the nature of the assumptions made when applying (6.2), we would

expect it to overestimate the current. For instance, (6.2) assumes that the capacitance of the

junction is constant. In reality, the capacitance will change slightly throughout the strike

as the well potential changes (effectively changing the reverse bias). Also, and most im-

portantly, (6.2) assumes that the potential is modulated for the entire drain area. Clearly,

this is not the case, as the potential modulation is only localized around the strike location.

Because only some fraction of the well potential near the drain is actually modulated, the

transient current measured experimentally will be less than that calculated using (6.2).

A similar thought process can be used to explain the transients that result at the source

due to a strike to the drain and the transients that result at both the source and drain terminals

due to a strike near the gate region of the device. Also, due to the greater well potential

modulation that occurs near the source following a strike to the drain, we would expect

the resulting source transient to be of a greater magnitude than the drain transient resulting
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from a strike to the source. This is true, and is shown in Figure 6.4.

Earlier work [85] has described the parasitic bipolar response of MOSFET devices

following a strike that is capable of significantly modulating the potential near source/drain

diffusions. Specifically, if the potential near a source diffusion is lowered enough through

WPM, the source/well junction can forward bias and inject carriers into the well. These

carriers can then cross the channel and be collected by the reverse-biased drain, resulting in

an enhanced charged collection compared to what would normally be collected by the drain

following an ion strike. For the large device in this work, following a strike to the drain,

it is likely that the well potential near the source can be lowered enough to briefly forward

bias the source. This would serve to increase the transient current seen at the source, as the

injection of holes across the source/well barrier would produce a positive-going transient.

In such an event, the transient current would be defined by the WPM-induced capacitance

change at the junction, as well as the brief injection of holes. The device used in this work

has a channel length that is much longer than those typically found in modern devices that

could fall victim to the parasitic bipolar effect. In the TCAD simulations that produced the

results shown in Figure 6.7, the hole density near the drain following a strike to the source

took approximately 5 ns to reach a density of 1x1017 cm−3 near the drain. This is due to

the diffusion of holes away from the strike location and indicates that it is unlikely that any

carriers injected by the source would be able to be collected by the drain on the timescale

shown in Figure 6.4.

6.5 Chapter Summary

The experimental results shown in this chapter emphasize the significance of well po-

tential modulation effects in determining the overall device response. Backside TPA mea-

surements are used to show the strike-location dependent nature of the transient response of

the source and drain diffusions of a large PMOSFET test structure. These results show that

the decrease in the well potential that typically accompanies an ion strike to the source,
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drain, or well region, can lead to a transient being measured at the unstruck junction(s).

This is likely due to a brief change in the junction capacitance in response to the drop in

the well potential. However, in the case of a strike to a reverse-biased drain significantly

modulating the well potential near the source, the resulting transient measured at the source

terminal could also be due, in part, to the injection of holes from the source into the well in

response to a significantly lowered source/well barrier. Broadbeam heavy-ion irradiations

using 10 MeV/u Xe show that the same phenomenon occurs during a heavy-ion strike, and

is not limited to laser irradiation. Device level TCAD simulations are used to show the

extent of WPM following an ion strike.

These results represent device-level experimental measurements of WPM phenomena

in a single device. Previous results were either purely simulation based, or experimental

results for more complex circuit topologies. These results were made possible through

the use of a very large-area test structure. While this structure is not representative of

the sizes of today’s highly-scaled CMOS devices, it does provide valuable insight into

similar mechanisms that prior simulation results have shown occur in modern devices. The

advantage of the large structure is that it facilitates experimental investigation of these

phenomena for a single device.
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CHAPTER 7

Conclusions and Future Work

This work describes experimental and simulation results and analytical modeling ef-

forts intended to advance the understanding of charge-collection mechanisms in bulk sil-

icon semiconductor devices in response to a highly-ionizing particle strike. This adds to

the already large body of work on charge-collection mechanisms by furthering the under-

standing of charge-collection mechanisms for a simple, reverse-biased p-n junction, which

is a fundamental building block of semiconductor devices and circuits. Understanding

their response to ionizing radiation is of critical importance for devices and circuits that

are intended to operate in harsh environments (e.g., at high altitudes or outside the Earth’s

atmosphere).

The earliest charge collection studies relied on simplistic interpretations of charge-

collection mechanisms when explaining experimental results or developing analytical mod-

els. While these approaches were necessary for developing a basic understanding of charge-

collection processes, more work was needed to understand the process in sufficient detail.

Later works expanded the interpretation of charge collection to consider the distribution of

relevant quantities (electrostatic potential, electric field, carrier densities, etc.) throughout

the entire device, providing a more detailed picture of the charge-collection process. How-

ever, these works were either purely theoretical (i.e., lacking experimental results for an

actual device), or so specific as to only apply to a limited number of devices (see Chap-

ter 1). This work builds on earlier efforts by coupling analytical models that leverage more

recent charge-collection theory with experimental work. The experimental work empha-

sizes devices that are general enough to provide insights into the charge-collection mecha-

nisms for a much broader class of devices. The experimental results are used to inform the

development of analytical models for charge collection and peak transient current. Ana-
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lytical models can be useful for providing insightful interpretations of the relevant physics,

as well as being practically useful for providing approximations to the radiation-induced

device response to better inform (or completely replace) time-consuming and potentially

expensive experimental measurements.

Of critical importance to this work are particle strikes that can significantly modulate

the electrostatic potential that forms near the metallurgical junctions found in semiconduc-

tor devices. Strikes that generate an excess carrier density that is larger than the background

doping can significantly modulate these potentials, resulting in a transient current at the de-

vice terminals. Much of this work is concerned with providing a detailed explanation of

how these modulated potentials recover following an ionizing particle strike, and how that

recovery presents itself in terms of total collected charge at a device node or the transient

current response of the device as it recovers. While the two quantities are closely related

(one is, in fact, expressed as the time integral of the other), the total collected charge and

the transient response have been the means by which the radiation tolerance of devices have

historically been described. It is for that reason that the two quantities have been the focus

of much of the work described in earlier chapters.

Chapter 3 describes the use of charge-collection measurements on a large-area, reverse-

biased bulk silicon diode using backside TPA laser SEE testing. These measurements em-

phasize the significance of high-level carrier generation conditions for charge-collection in

irradiated devices. Specifically, once the carrier generation is sufficiently high, the deple-

tion region potential can be modulated in such a way as to give rise to a region of strong

electric field beneath the generated carrier density. The significance of this is that, because

of the presence of this field, the charge collection process can be highly efficient, resulting

in the collection of almost all of the generated minority carriers. It is possible for this to oc-

cur even if the initial charge generation does not occur within the device depletion region.

If the generated carrier density is large enough and close enough to the device depletion

region, significant carrier diffusion can result in the collapse of the depletion region poten-
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tial, which will give rise to highly efficient charge collection, just as if the initial carrier

density had been generated within the depletion region. The ADC model is used to ex-

plain these phenomena, as it provides a general enough description of the charge collection

physics that it is able to be applied to a large TPA-induced carrier density in a bulk silicon

device (which is a situation that violates the basic assumptions of many previously devel-

oped models for charge-collection). A detailed derivation of the ADC model is included in

Appendix A.

In Chapter 4, the discussion of high-level carrier generation response expands to include

the device-level transient response. As in Chapter 3, a simple, large-area bulk silicon diode

is used. In addition to using backside TPA laser testing to determine the strike-position

dependent response of the device, the current transient response for broadbeam heavy ions

is measured and described. An important conclusion of Chapter 4 is that as the ion LET

increases, the peak transient current saturates while the transient duration continues to in-

crease. Using device-level simulations, this behavior can be attributed to significant de-

pletion region potential modulation in response to a high-LET ion strike. High-LET ion

strikes can produce highly conductive tracks of charge which are unable to sustain a signif-

icant potential drop. If this track of charge is present in the depletion region of a device, the

potential drop that normally occurs near the metallurgical device junction must redistribute

throughout the device substrate. An analytical model for the peak saturation current can

be used to show that the peak transient current is limited by the applied voltage, device

parameters (such as doping and junction size), and the strength of the ionization source.

Chapter 5 discusses broadbeam heavy ion results for a smaller (but still large by mod-

ern device standards) reverse-biased bulk silicon diode. An analysis of the data reveals that

many strikes that actually miss the junction are capable of producing device-level current

transients through carrier diffusion to the device junction. To understand charge collection

due to heavy ion strikes at the junction, it is necessary to remove the contribution of miss

events from the dataset. Chapter 5 discusses the use of an SVM for accomplishing this
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task. Using an SVM in this case requires few assumptions about the underlying dataset

and saves significant computational time and effort compared to running a full complement

of device-level TCAD simulations to determine the contribution of miss events. Remov-

ing miss events from the dataset reveals trends in the device response (peak current and

collected charge) that scale appropriately with increasing ion LET. A significant portion of

Chapter 5 deals with the development and verification of the SVM approach for removing

miss events from the dataset. For the smallest tested device, removing miss events from

the dataset is essential for drawing any sort of conclusion from the broadbeam heavy-ion

measurements. Removing these miss events also helps to emphasize the significance of the

chosen contact scheme in determining the overall device response, which is in line with

previously published experimental work.

In Chapter 6, the interaction of multiple junctions following the generation of a large

carrier density is briefly described through a discussion of well potential modulation effects

in a large-area PMOSFET test structure. The key conclusions are that modulating the

depletion region potential of either the drain/well or source/well junctions can affect the

response of the unstruck junction via significantly lowering the well potential or through

brief, WPM-induced changes in the junction capacitance. This serves as one example of

how multiple junctions can interact with one another during an ion strike. However, it is

far from exhaustive.

While this work provides a detailed explanation of the device-level physical phenomena

that occur when a large carrier density is generated within (or in close proximity to) a

device junction, the discussion of charge-collection physics is far from concluded. As long

as semiconductor devices are fielded in radiation environments, the task of studying the

charge-collection response of these devices will continue. To that end, it is important to

place this work in context by pointing out potential areas for future study.

The focus of much of this work has been on the device response of a single bulk silicon

junction. While these junctions comprise the fundamental building blocks for more compli-
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cated semiconductor devices and circuits, most devices are typically composed of multiple

junctions interacting with one another in some capacity. Therefore, it is critical to under-

stand the relevant physics that occur when one of multiple interacting junctions is struck by

an ionizing particle. Chapter 6 explores this briefly, but much can be done to build upon that

work. While studying the response of more advanced devices (MOSFETs, BJTs, HEMTs,

etc.) and single-event phenomena (multi-node charge collection, single-event latchup, etc.)

has been the focus of much work over the years, only recently has theoretical work sought

to develop a first principles understanding of the interaction of multiple junctions follow-

ing an ionizing particle strike [41]. Therefore, future work should use the work reported

here in addition to new theoretical work such as [41] to inform new experimental measure-

ments, simulation work, and analytical modeling to further understand charge-collection

phenomena for multiple interacting junctions.

Another issue is one of size. The devices used in this work were all quite large compared

to modern device sizes. For this work, large devices were beneficial as they provided a

way to study charge-collection mechanisms while bypassing the experimental difficulties

of studying similar phenomena for a much smaller device. For example, broadbeam heavy

ion testing of a single device is made much simpler when the device is large. If the device is

exceedingly small, not only will collecting a sufficient number of events be extraordinarily

time consuming, but, as discussed in Chapter 5, it is likely that many of the events that are

captured would be the result of an ion strike actually missing the device. For the case of

backside TPA measurements, it can often be difficult to determine the response of a small

device, as the laser optical spot size can quite easily be significantly larger than the feature

sizes of the device in question. This makes attributing the device response to strikes in

certain regions of the device difficult or impossible.

Also, as devices have scaled down in size, the current transient response of devices has

become much faster than the nanosecond scale transients seen in this work (see [86], for

example). Highly-scaled devices can have transient durations on the order of a few tens of
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picoseconds. This presents a problem when trying to measure the transient response using

typical means (e.g., high-speed oscilloscope measurements), as many instruments do not

offer sufficient measurement resolution to capture the transient response in detail. However,

as devices continue to scale down in size and increase in complexity, understanding the

transient response of these devices will be of increasing importance. Future work in this

regard should focus on understanding how the charge-collection mechanisms presented

here can change in the presence of small feature sizes or the complex geometries found

in modern devices. Developing appropriate methods for measuring the response of such

highly-scaled devices efficiently in the laboratory will be of critical importance.
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Appendix A

Theoretical Development of the ADC Model

This section is a review of the theoretical development of the ADC model and compares

the extreme case of low-level conditions to the extreme case of high-level conditions. It

provides significantly more detail regarding the equations discussed in Section 3.3.3. In

particular, it explains why the Ω in (3.1) is the same as the Ω in (3.2). The analysis begins

with the case in which all generated charge is contained in the quasi-neutral region, i.e.,

it is outside the depletion region. Charge generated in the depletion region is discussed

at the end of this section. The reader is referred to Figure A.1 (which has been reprinted

here from Chapter 3 for convenience) and its accompanying text for the definitions of the

acronyms appearing in the equations below.

A.1 Low-Level, All Generated Charge in Quasi-Neutral Region

Consider low-level conditions with all generated charge generated in the quasi-neutral

region. The terminal current, denoted I, is then the minority-carrier diffusion current flow-

ing from the quasi-neutral region across the depletion region boundary and into the deple-

tion region. This current is the surface integral on the depletion region boundary of the

minority-carrier current density, with the latter quantity proportional to the gradient of the

carrier density. This gives

I =−qDm

∫
DRB

~∇P◦d~S (low level), (A.1)

where q is the elementary charge, Dm is the diffusion coefficient for minority carriers in the

quasi-neutral region (the diffusion coefficient for majority carriers will appear in later equa-

tions and is denoted DM) and P(x, t) is the excess carrier density (the same for electrons and

holes in the quasi-neutral region). The unit normal vector in the surface integral is directed
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Figure A.1: Schematic showing individual region names (a) and relevant physical charac-
teristics of those regions (b) for a reverse-biased p-n junction during high-level conditions.
These regions are described mathematically by the ADC model. For early times during
the charge-collection process, the ambipolar region boundary corresponds approximately
to the bottom of the generated carrier density.

outward from the quasi-neutral region interior because this is the usual convention when

using Green’s theorem (used later), but this makes the integral negative so a negative sign

was inserted on the right side to produce a positive quantity. Under low-level conditions,

the carrier density satisfies the minority-carrier diffusion equation. Carrier recombination

in the device interior is neglected here, so the equation reduces to

Dm∇
2P =

∂P
∂ t

in QNR (low level). (A.2)

Carrier generation is considered to be impulsive and is described by an initial condition

instead of a generation rate. The initial density of excess carriers is the density of generated

carriers and is denoted PI(x). Boundary conditions are also needed. The lower electrode

(the substrate contact shown in Figure A.1), denoted ELE, is regarded as an ideal sink for

excess carriers. The depletion region is assumed to be reversed biased, so the depletion

region boundary is also approximated as an ideal sink for excess carriers. This gives

P = 0 on DRB and ELE, P = PI at t = 0. (A.3)
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Any portion of the quasi-neutral region boundary that is not the depletion region boundary

or lower electrode is regarded as a reflective boundary, and P satisfies reflective boundary

conditions (the normal component of the gradient is zero) there.

The quantity to be solved is the collected charge, denoted Q, which is the time integral

of the current I. Taking the time integral of (A.1) gives

Q =−qDm

∫
DRB

~∇T ◦d~S (low level), (A.4)

where T (x) is defined to be the time integral of P(x, t) integrated from zero to infinity.

Integrating (A.2) while using (A.3) gives

Dm∇
2T =−PI in QNR, T = 0 on DRB and ELE (A.5)

with reflective boundary conditions on reflective boundaries. An alternate expression for

the right side of (A.4) is obtained by defining a function Ω by

∇
2
Ω = 0 in QNR, Ω = 1 on DRB, Ω = 0 on ELE (A.6)

with reflective boundary conditions on reflective boundaries. The boundary conditions for

T and Ω imply ∫
DRB

~∇T ◦d~S =
∮

Ω~∇T ◦d~S−
∮

T~∇Ω◦d~S

where the surface integrals on the right are over the closed boundary of the quasi-neutral

region. Applying Green’s theorem to the right side gives

∫
DRB

~∇T ◦d~S =
∫

Ω∇
2T d3x−

∫
T ∇

2
Ω d3x,

where the volume integrals are over the entire quasi-neutral region. Finally, we use the field
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equations in (A.5) and (A.6) to rewrite the above equation as

Dm

∫
DRB

~∇◦d~S =−
∫

ΩPI d3x,

so (A.4) becomes

Q =
∫

QNR
qPI(~x)Ω(~x)d3x (low level). (A.7)

A.2 High-Level, All Generated Charge in Quasi-Neutral Region

Now consider high-level conditions with all generated charge generated in the quasi-

neutral region. The terminal current is calculated from the following considerations that ap-

ply when the depletion region is reversed-biased. A strong electric field inside the reverse-

biased depletion region prevents majority carriers from entering the depletion region, so

the electric field in the quasi-neutral region at locations near the depletion region boundary

becomes whatever is needed to make majority-carrier drift balance majority-carrier diffu-

sion. Stated another way, because the majority carriers cannot cross the depletion region

boundary, the net current for majority carriers (drift plus diffusion) at the depletion region

boundary is zero. Under high-level conditions, the electron and hole densities have nearly

equal values and gradients in the quasi-neutral region near the depletion region bound-

ary, so electron and hole drift currents are in the ratio of the mobilities, and electron and

hole diffusion currents are in the ratio of the mobilities. Therefore, an equality between

majority-carrier drift and majority-carrier diffusion implies an equality between minority-

carrier drift and minority-carrier diffusion. However, the latter two currents add to instead

of subtract from each other so half of the total current at the depletion region boundary is

minority-carrier drift, and the other half is minority-carrier diffusion. In other words, the

total current at the depletion region boundary is twice the minority-carrier diffusion current.

Therefore, the terminal current, denoted I, is given by

I =−2qDm

∫
DRB

~∇P◦d~Sd3x (high level). (A.8)
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The equation governing P was explained in [19]. There will always be an ambipolar

region adjacent to the depletion region boundary although there may or may not be a high

resistance region adjacent to the lower electrode. It was shown in [19] that the excess

carrier density satisfies the ambipolar diffusion equation in the ambipolar region portion of

the quasi-neutral region. We use the approximation of treating the depletion region as an

ideal reversed-biased junction for the purpose of calculating the diffusion current, with the

ideal case characterized by the depletion region boundary being a perfect sink for excess

carriers, so P satisfies the boundary value problem 1

D∗∇2P =
∂P
∂ t

in AR (high level). (A.9)

P = 0 on DRB and ARB, P = PI at t = 0 (A.10)

where ARB (the ambipolar region boundary) is the boundary that separates the ambipolar

region from the high resistance region (when there is a high resistance region, otherwise

the ambipolar region boundary is the lower electrode), and D∗ is the ambipolar diffusion

coefficient defined by

D∗ ≡ 2DmDM

Dm +DM
. (A.11)

Reflective boundary conditions on reflective boundaries of the quasi-neutral region are tac-

itly assumed for P.

A quantity that is useful for this analysis is denoted I∗ and is defined to be what the

current would be in the absence of a high resistance region. Its usefulness will be shown

shortly. Using (A.8) we obtain

I∗ =−2qDm

∫
DRB

~∇P∗ ◦d~S, (A.12)

1The more rigorous notation in [19] defines “normalized” quantities so that exact equations relate finite
quantities when taking a mathematical limit intended to represent high-level conditions. In the notation here,
P and PI are actual and finite quantities, so the equations listed here are approximations. The approximations
become accurate under high-level conditions.
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where P∗ is what the carrier density would be if there was no high resistance region. The

equations governing P* are the same as (A.9) and (A.10) except that the ambipolar region

is the entire quasi-neutral region, and the ambipolar region boundary is the lower electrode.

Therefore

D∗∇2P∗ =
∂P∗

∂ t
in QNR (A.13)

and

P∗ = 0 on DRB and ELE, P∗ = PI at t = 0 (A.14)

with reflective boundary conditions on reflective boundaries. An analysis similar to the one

that converted (A.1) into (A.7), but now applied to (A.12) while using (A.13) and (A.14),

gives

Q∗ = (1+
Dm

DM
)
∫

QNR
qPI(~x)Ω(~x) d3x, (A.15)

where Q∗ is the time integral of I∗. The factor 1+Dm/DM in (A.15) accounts for a mismatch

of coefficients, with a 2Dm appearing in (A.8) and a D∗ appearing in (A.13). This mismatch

is a characteristic of high-level conditions.

The final estimate of the collected charge is determined by a test that compares Q∗,

defined by (A.15), to the total generated charge, denoted Qgen. First consider the case in

which Q∗ < Qgen. It was explained in [19] that this condition implies that either there is no

high resistance region at all, or there is a high resistance region but the ambipolar region

boundary moves to the lower electrode in such a way as to not prevent the downward flow

of minority carriers, as if there was no high resistance region at all. In either case, Q∗,

which is what the collected charge becomes when there is no high resistance region, is an

estimate of the actual collected charge Q. Now consider the case in which Q∗ > Qgen. Note

that Q cannot equal Q∗ for this case because the actual collected charge cannot exceed the

generated charge. Therefore, there must be a high resistance region with a quasi-stationary
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boundary because otherwise Q would equal Q∗. 2 However, a high resistance region with a

quasi-stationary boundary prevents minority carriers from reaching the lower electrode, so

their only way out of the device is through the depletion region, implying that the collected

charge is all of the generated charge. The result is the ADC model, which estimates Q from

Q =


Q∗ if Q∗ < Qgen,

Qgen if Q∗ > Qgen

(high level conditions). (A.16)

A.3 Including Charge Generated in the Depletion Region

The above analysis includes only charge generated in the quasi-neutral region. Some

charge might also be generated in the depletion region and a correction is needed to include

this. The correction is obvious for the low-level case. We simply add the charge generated

in the depletion region to the collected charge calculated from (A.7) and the result is

Q =
∫

QNR
qPI(~x)Ω(~x) d3x+

∫
DR

qPI(~x) d3x (low level). (A.17)

Note that this correction is equivalent to extending the domain of Ω so that it is defined in

the depletion region by defining it to be 1 in the depletion region and then let the volume

integral include both the quasi-neutral region and the depletion region. It was explained in

[41] that a similar correction is used for the high-level case. Specifically, we define Ω to be

1 in the depletion region and let the volume integral include both the quasi-neutral region

and the depletion region. The ADC model described in Chapter 3 includes this correction.

2Incidentally, the presence of a high resistance region with a quasi-stationary boundary implies that P∗

defined by (A.13) and (A.14) cannot be used as an estimate of P satisfying (A.9) and (A.10) because the
ambipolar region is not the entire quasi-neutral region.
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Appendix B

Two-Photon Absorption Laser SEE Testing at Vanderbilt University

B.1 Introduction

Previous chapters discuss the use of the Two-Photon Absorption (TPA) Laser SEE Test-

ing Setup at Vanderbilt University to study the response of various semiconductor devices

to an optically-generated carrier density. The aim of this appendix is to describe the compo-

nents used in the setup, and discuss how the laser pulse energy is measured during testing.

From this point on, the setup in its entirety will be referred to as the “TPA Test Setup”.

The remainder of this appendix is divided into two sections. Section B.2 describes the

optical and mechanical components that comprise the system. Section B.3 describes the

process by which the InGaAs photodiode in the beamline (see Chapter 4) is calibrated to

measure the incident laser pulse energy. Together, these two sections represent the basic

knowledge necessary to understand how the the system works. There is also a substantial

software component of the TPA Test Setup which allows the user to conveniently set up

and execute a measurement. The software will not be discussed here, as that information

can be found elsewhere [87].

B.2 System Overview

A functional block diagram of the TPA test setup is shown in Figure B.1. Important

components are called out specifically with white numbers inside of black circles. More

information is provided about these components in Table B.1. In the block diagram, red

lines indicate the optical path traveled by the beam as it exits the laser source. Where

necessary, red triangles have been included in the diagram to indicate the direction of travel

of the beam at specific locations along the optical path. The dark blue line originating

from the focusing objective indicates the reflected light that is imaged by the near-infrared

camera (number 8 in Figure B.1). The light blue lines connecting the computer (11) to the
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stage controllers (15 and 16) and the stage controllers to the stages (12 and 13) represent

electrical and data connections between these components.

Several components in the diagram are not called out with numbers. These are primarily

mirrors used to guide the beam along the optical path (M1 through M7) and beam splitters

used to direct the beam to the InGaAs photodiode that measures the pulse energy during

testing and the near-infrared camera (BS1 and BS2). A small focusing lens can be found

inside the black box (L1). The purpose of this lens is to maintain a known spot size on

the photodiode’s InGaAs detector element. The importance of this will be discussed in

Section B.3.
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Table B.1: The names and descriptions of the components of the TPA test setup shown in
Figure B.1.

TPA Test Setup Component List

Number Description

1 Laser Source

A TiS-pumped Optical Parametric Generator which pro-

duces a 150 fs pulse (nominal) with a 1260 nm wavelength

at a 1 kHz pulse rate.

2 Spatial Filter

A rail-mounted section of the optical path consisting of var-

ious components (irises, lens, pinhole) used to direct, align,

and shape the beam.

3 Periscope

Post-mounted mirrors intended to raise the optical height

and change the direction of the beam. Mirrors are Melles

Griot part number TLM2-1260-45P-1025.

4 Mounted Achromatic Half-Wave Plate

Provides continuous pulse energy adjustment. The primary

means by which the user adjusts the incident laser pulse

energy during testing. Part number AHWP05M-1600 from

Thor Labs.

Continued on next page.
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Table B.1: (continued)

TPA Test Setup Component List

Number Description

5 Polarizer

Adjusts the beam polarization following the Half-Wave

plate. A means of controlling the incident pulse energy that

is not intended to be adjusted during measurements. The

polarizer crystal is Glan-Taylor (available via Thor Labs)

part number GT10-C. The mount is Thor Labs PRM1Gl10

with lens tube part number SM1PM10.

6 InGaAs Photodiode

The primary means by which the pulse energy is measured

during experiments. The photodiode peak current response

has been calibrated to the incident laser pulse energy at the

DUT location (see Section B.3). Part number ET-3020 from

EOT, Inc.

Continued on next page.
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Table B.1: (continued)

TPA Test Setup Component List

Number Description

7 Black Box

A light-tight box responsible for directing the beam to the

focusing objective, InGaAs photodiode, and infrared cam-

era. A focusing lens is included in front of the InGaAs

photodiode to ensure that the entire beam is incident on the

InGaAs detector. The focusing lens is Thor Labs N-BK7

Plano-Convex with a 1” diameter and a 1” focal length (part

number LA1951). The beam splitters are Melles Griot part

number FABS-1260-45P-PW-1006-UV.

8 Near IR Camera

A near-infrared camera whose purpose is to image the DUT

and the laser spot of the focused 1260 nm beam.

9 Silicon Window

A thin, polished silicon window. The purpose of this com-

ponent is to absorb visible light (and pass infrared light)

back into the black box. This keeps stray visible light from

interfering with the near-infrared camera image. Part num-

ber is SI-W-25-1 from ISP Optics.

Continued on next page.
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Table B.1: (continued)

TPA Test Setup Component List

Number Description

10 Broad Spectrum Light Source

Provides background illumination through the focusing ob-

jective for imaging devices under test. It is a Model 2900

Tungsten Halogen Light Source manufactured by Illumina-

tion Technologies.

11 Computer

A Windows-based PC that runs software for controlling the

X, Y, and Z stages. Also interfaces with various pieces of

measurement equipment for capturing and analyzing exper-

imental data. Instrument connection software is Agilent

Connection Expert. In-house software for automated data

collection and analysis is written using MATLAB. It is dis-

cussed in more detail in [87].

Continued on next page.
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Table B.1: (continued)

TPA Test Setup Component List

Number Description

12, 15 Probe Station, XY-Stages and Controller

Modified probe station for mounting DUTs and probes (if

needed). The probe station was manufactured by Creative

Devices and modified in-house at Vanderbilt. The XY-

stages are mounted beneath probe station platen to move the

entire probe station surface. The XY-stages have a 0.1 µm

resolution. The stages were manufactured by Danaher, the

motion controller and software were manufactured by Galil

(model number 1826).

13, 16 Z-stage and Controller

Z-stage and controller manufactured by Newport. Controls

the Z-location of the focused laser spot. Model number for

stage motor is GTS30V. Model number for Z-stage con-

troller is Newport ESP301. The Z-stage has a 0.1 µm reso-

lution. The focusing objective is mounted to the stage using

a custom-milled metal bracket.

Continued on next page.
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Table B.1: (continued)

TPA Test Setup Component List

Number Description

14 Focusing Objective

Focuses the incoming laser light to a small spot size. Two

objectives are common on this setup, the Mitutoyo Plan Apo

NIR 50X and the Mitutoyo Plan Apo NIR 100X. Of the two,

the 100X version is the most commonly used for SEE ex-

perimental work. Both are available from Edmund Optics.

17 Device Under Test

The DUT mounts to a custom-milled plate with a standard

optical hole pattern (1/4”-20, 1” on center). A large hole

in the center of the plate allows the beam to pass through

the plate and onto the DUT. Alternatively, mounting holes

are provided to accommodate the high-speed packages de-

scribed in Chapter 3.

B.3 Laser Pulse Energy Measurement and Calibration

When making measurements on devices using the TPA Test Setup, it is important to

know the incident laser pulse energy at the DUT. This is because the magnitude of the

generated carrier density in the device scales with the incident laser pulse energy (see, for

example, the experimental results shown in Chapter 3). Typically, it is also necessary to

record the laser pulse energy throughout the experiment as a common usage of the system

is to correlate incident laser pulse energy to a given device response. Therefore, the setup

requires a non-invasive measurement of the laser pulse energy in real-time throughout the
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Figure B.2: A schematic of the optical path used to calibrate the InGaAs photodiode re-
sponse to the incident laser pulse energy. The numbers shown in the figure are the same as
those shown in Table B.1 and Figure B.1.

duration of a given experiment. Many laser applications would use a readily-available

pulse energy meter for this purpose. However, because of the wavelength and energy scales

typically involved in a TPA SEE measurement, sufficient energy meters either do not exist

or are prohibitively expensive.

The approach used in the TPA Test Setup to measure the incident pulse energy is to use

an InGaAs photodiode (6 in Figure B.1). The advantage of the photodiode in this setup

is that it is sensitive to pulse energies typically used to make TPA SEE measurements.

However, for the output of the photodiode to be meaningful, it must be calibrated to the

laser pulse energy in some way. This can be achieved by using a standard pulse energy

meter at higher laser pulse energies, and then reducing the pulse energy by a known amount

before recording the response of the photodiode. A diagram is shown in Figure B.2 which

shows how this was performed for the TPA Test Setup. In the configuration shown in the

figure, a known portion of the incident pulse energy is allowed to pass through a beam
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splitter mounted at a known angle. The amount of energy passed through the beam splitter

is high enough to be measured by a standard energy meter. The beam that is directed out

of BS1 in the figure goes on to another beam splitter mounted at a known angle.

The beam that is directed out of BS2 passes through a focusing lens intended to produce

an approximately 1 mm spot size on the surface of the InGaAs detector element. This is

because the response of the InGaAs photodiode is strongly dependent on the spot size of

the beam that is incident upon the InGaAs element. Forcing the incident spot size to be

1 mm ensures that the spot size is repeatable for later calibration steps. A lens tube is

used to reduce any parasitic background light that might be incident on the photodiode, as

various tests have shown the photodiode response to be sensitive to scattered infrared light.

By passing the beam through beam splitters mounted at known angles, it is possible to

calculate the amount of energy lost in the optical path between the energy meter and the

photodiode. The photodiode response is a transient voltage signal that can be measured on

an oscilloscope. The peak of this transient can be calibrated in terms of the energy meter

response (once optical losses in the path have been considered). What results are the data

shown in Figure B.3, which plots the pulse energy (corrected for the intentional losses in

the path) as a function of the photodiode peak transient voltage for a 1 mm spot size on the

InGaAs detector element.

The data shown in Figure B.3 represent the first step in calibrating the pulse energy

measurement for the TPA Test Setup. Once the response of the photodiode is known, it

must be inserted into the actual optical path for the TPA Test Setup, and the losses between

its insertion point and where an actual DUT would be placed during a measurement must

be accounted for. To do this, a second, identical InGaAs photodiode is placed in the DUT

location (17 in Figure B.1). The response of the second InGaAs diode was measured in

a manner similar to the method that produced the data shown in Figure B.3 to determine

its response as a function of a 1 mm spot size of varying energy incident on its InGaAs

detector element. The spot size incident on the detector element of the InGaAs photodiode
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Figure B.3: The response of the InGaAs photodiode after calibration. The energy arriving
at the photodiode has been corrected from the values measured using an optical energy
meter by adjusting the energy meter readings by the known optical losses along the optical
path between the energy meter and the photodiode shown in Figure B.2.

in the DUT position was set to approximately 1 mm (by changing the location of the fo-

cusing objective mounted to the Z-stage). The first photodiode was mounted as shown in

Figure B.1 (i.e., in the position labeled 6, which will be called the reference position from

this point on). A focusing lens is mounted in front of this photodiode to maintain the 1 mm

spot size for which the photodiode was initially calibrated in the first step.

Once both photodiodes are mounted, it is possible to calibrate the response of the pho-

todiode in position 6 to the photodiode mounted in the DUT position. Doing this makes it

possible to determine the energy arriving at the DUT position as a function of the energy

measured by the photodiode in position 6. The data in Figure B.4 show this relationship.

The data have been over-fit with a polynomial fitting function to allow easy conversion be-

tween the energy arriving at the reference photodiode and the energy actually incident on

the DUT. The aim of this function is not to provide any significant physical insight about

the nature of the photodiode response. Instead, the intent is to reproduce the data points in
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Figure B.4: The energy arriving at the DUT location as measured by an InGaAs photodiode
located in the reference position (see location 6 of Figure B.1).

Figure B.4 as accurately as possible. The fitting function is

E = AV 6 +BV 5 +CV 4 +DV 3 +EV 2 +FV +G, (B.1)

where E is the pulse energy and V is the peak voltage in millivolts. The coefficients in

(B.1) are shown in Table B.2. This fitting function is implemented in the software used

to capture and post-process all data collected using the TPA Test Setup. This allows the

user to know the pulse energy of each incident laser pulse that produced a measured re-

sponse in the DUT (assuming the output of the reference diode is recorded). Converting

the photodiode response to laser pulse energy via (B.1) is handled automatically during

data post-processing (see [87] for more information about post-processing).

This calibration is only valid under certain conditions. Those conditions are the ones

most common to typical TPA SEE laser tests (i.e., the provided 100X focusing objective

is used and no additional neutral density filters or other optical components are added to

the beam path). Subtle shifts in the alignment of the optical path between the reference
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Table B.2: The values of the coefficients shown in (B.1).

Coefficient Value
A 3.95×10−13

B −2.62×10−10

C 6.76×10−8

D −8.39×10−6

E 4.89×10−4

F −2.98×10−3

G 3.30×10−2

diode position and the DUT location over time can lead to an erroneous pulse energy mea-

surement using the calibration shown above. Therefore, the second part of this calibration

should be repeated directly before or after a long testing campaign, or if the TPA Test Setup

has not been used for a long period of time. The first part of the calibration shown in Fig-

ure B.2 should only need to be repeated if the photodiode response seems to change over

time or if repeated measurements using the same test setup and pulse energies are not in

good agreement.
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